From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gwendolyn Jenkins
Council Comment
Bender, Lisa
[EXTERNAL]
Monday, July 20, 2020 11:22:02 PM

My name is Gwen Jenkins and I am writing to demand that you support CMs Cano and Cunningham's
proposed amendments to the budget to move $500k from MPD to provide resources, training, and supplies
to community groups doing safety work on the ground, and to move $1.1m into the Office of Violence
Prevention for violence interrupters.
Additionally, I call on you as my councilmember to demand an immediate $45 million divestment from
MPD to be invested instead in:
Protections for workers including no more wage freezes, furloughs or firings for the duration of the
pandemic

Homes for all--deep investments in affordable housing instead of cuts to housing and
related services.

MPD has not been keeping our city safe and has in fact been making me personally feel less
safe because having seen the violence they perpetrate against my neighbors, I no longer feel
comfortable calling MPD in an emergency for fear of putting the lives and safety of others (or
myself) at risk. Our city will be safer when people have the resources they need to live lives of
dignity and joy, and that starts right here with the budget. Move $45 million away from MPD
towards a safer city for all of us.
Thank you,
Gwen Jenkins
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phil Aitken
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] 7/22 Budget Hearing Comment
Monday, July 20, 2020 7:18:12 PM

Council,
My name is Phil Aitken. I live in Ward 7, near Loring Park. I support the budget amendments
proposed by Councilmembers Cano and Cunningham, diverting money from the MPD to go to
community groups and the Office of Violence Prevention. Our tax dollars are best served
building an equitable society for everyone, and armed escalation of dangerous situations
makes us all less safe.
We must also be prepared for the storm of evictions and foreclosures that are coming,
providing relief to renters and homeowners who have been unable to work during the
pandemic.
Thanks,
Phil Aitken
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Greeley
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] 7/22 Budget Hearing Comment
Monday, July 20, 2020 10:41:09 AM

Hello,
I live at 4533 42nd Ave S Mpls. I also own two businesses in Minneapolis.
I support defunding the police and would like to see the following:
Support of CM Cano’s and CM’s Cunningham’s proposed amendments to move money
from the police to groups doing work on the ground that is non-violent and addresses the
source of issues in our community.
An immediate $45 million divestment from MPD Protections for workers - no more wage
freezes, furloughs or firings.
Homes for all - deep investments in affordable housing instead of cuts!
Thank you,
Amy
Amy Greeley
Sandcastle & Bull's Horn Food and Drink
cell: 952-212-0759
http://www.sandcastlempls.com/
https://www.bullshornfoodanddrink.com/

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Abigail Cerra
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] 7/22/20 Budget Hearing comment: Cut Community Prosecution
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:47:02 AM

Good morning,
I live in Minneapolis Ward 12. I am currently a member of the Police Conduct Oversight
Commission. I have also served as a Hennepin County Public Defender and an attorney in the
Minneapolis Department of Civil Rights.
Thank you for holding public budget hearings and listening to community input. We
appreciate it.
To the extent you must make cuts to our budget, please include cuts to misdemeanor
prosecution of non-violent “nuisance” offenses.
Misdemeanor prosecution is part of the racist policing system that you are committed to
changing. People of color, especially the homeless, are disproportionately prosecuted for
minor nuisances. This has a significant, harmful impact on those communities. Here is a
succinct article on that point:
https://www.npr.org/sections/live-updates-protests-for-racialjustice/2020/06/12/876221163/law-professor-on-how-misdemeanors-sweep-blacks-into-thecriminal-system.
Charging homeless people with crimes does not prevent them from committing nuisances in
the future. On the contrary, it makes it even more difficult for those folks to find stable
housing, access services, or generally participate in society. Prosecuting and incarcerating
people is very expensive, and it does not prevent crime in the future. It simply perpetuates the
cycle of poverty.
I support your commitment to changing policing and public safety in Minneapolis. Those
changes necessarily encompass prosecution, too. Please cut funding for misdemeanor
prosecution of nuisance offenses. It doesn’t make us safer, and it harms the most
vulnerable communities.
Please let me know if you would like to discuss this further. I am happy to provide additional
information.
Sincerely,
Abigail Cerra
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Felicia DeSmith
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] 2020 Budget Revision
Monday, July 20, 2020 12:19:29 PM

City Council Members I am writing to call on you to address these unprecedented times by moving a transformational
amount of money (millions, not tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars) out of the
Minneapolis Police Department budget and toward existing programs that keep our neighbors
and community members employed, housed, fed, and cared for, and for the creation of new
programs to fill the gaps both created and revealed by this pandemic. This is the spirit of my
request.
In specifics, I urgently request that you:
Support CM Cano's and CM Cunningham's amendments
Divest from MPD
Unfreeze wages, and stop furloughs and position eliminations
Fund housing for the unhoused
Invest in affordable housing
Thank you,
Felicia DeSmith
Ward 13
1115 W Minnehaha Pkwy
55419
cc'd to CM Palmisano through Ward 13 web submission form
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MARK MUELLER
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] 2020 City Budget revisions This link open a new window(2020-00719)
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:58:25 PM

Good Evening,
Regarding the 2020 City Budget revisions, I would like to voice my support to focus on revisions that
emphasize the transformation of public safety and reduce our reliance on police response. I also ask
we focus on support for our Minneapolis communities most directly impacted by COVID-19, the
recent property destruction, and long term inequity. Those communities should not have to carry
any additional burden by having services they rely on receive reduced funding due to the budget
shortfall.
Thank you,
Mark Mueller

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Genevieve Parker
Council Comment
Cano, Alondra
[EXTERNAL] 2020 Revised Budget
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 12:33:34 PM

My name is Genevieve Parker, I'm a Ward 9 resident in the Powderhorn Park neighborhood,
and I am writing in to express that I appreciate and support CM Cano’s and CM’s
Cunningham’s proposed budget amendments to draw resources from the MPD to communitybased groups who, unlike the police, are actually serving and helping my and my neighbors'
safety.
Further, I ask the council to implement an immediate $45 million divestment from MPD and
invest in protections for workers so that the working class in our city are no longer subject to
wage freezes, furloughs, or firings while we are affected by this pandemic. This reinvestment
should also support homes for all. The city as well as other municipal leadership has a moral
imperative to break the cycle my community witnessed again yesterday, as MPD violently
cleared the majority BIPOC people continuing to shelter in East Powderhorn's possessions and
arrested both unhoused residents and volunteers.
Thank you.
Genevieve Parker
Powderhorn Park, Ward 9
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ashlee Moser
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Amend Mayor Frey’s Proposed Budget
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 8:47:25 AM



Dear Minneapolis City Council Members,
I am a resident in Ward 12 and I am reaching out today to urge you to amend Mayor Frey’s
proposed budget in the following ways:
1. Support Council Member Cano’s and Cunningham’s proposed amendments to the budget
which would remove $500K from MPD to community groups already doing on-the-ground
safety work and $1.1M into a violence interrupters program.
2. Divest $45M from MPD Protections for workers
3. Invest in affordable housing instead of cuts
I urge you to support bigger reallocations in the city budget to immediate violence prevention
and structural changes as being called for by organizations such as Black Visions and Reclaim
the Block.
Thank you.
Ashlee Moser
Minneapolis resident, Standish neighborhood
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Leeann Sit
Council Comment
Cano, Alondra
[EXTERNAL] Amended budget: I support Cano!
Monday, July 20, 2020 4:52:59 PM

Hello,
I want to thank my Council Member, Alondra Cano, for her courageous and compassionate
amendment to invest in existing community safety measures. Thank you!!
However, for true safety in our community, much more support will be needed. I am pleading
that you immediately divest $45 million from the MPD, protect your employees (no more
wage freezes, furloughs or firings), and that you not only reverse Mayor Frey's baseless idea
of cutting resources for affordable housing, and instead invest heavily in Housing First
initiatives!
The world is watching. During this historic time, I beg you to think radically, and find
solutions that may improve life conditions for ALL of Minneapolis' residents. If this feels
daunting, listen to you constituents--there were many creative ideas suggested in the last
budget meeting on what areas of the MPD can be cut and how that money can be invested in
true community safety and prevention.  
Please do the right thing!
Thank you,
Leeann Sit
3231 14th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55407

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loren Marple
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Bold structural change can"t wait! — Public comment for next budget hearing
Monday, July 20, 2020 11:54:05 AM

To the city council,
CM Cano’s and CM’s Cunningham’s proposed amendments from the previous meeting are a
good start, but they do not go near far enough. I urge the whole council to step up and support
bigger reallocations of funds towards the immediate violence prevention and structural
changes our communities demand.
I would like to echo CM Cunningham’s recent words that these bold structural changes
cannot wait. We need the Council to act with the same urgency and courage the people of
Minneapolis continue to show in the streets by supporting an immediate $45 million
divestment from the MPD to support protections for workers and homes for all.
Loren Marple
Ward 10
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

monica sheets on behalf of Monica Sheets
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget adjustments for 2020
Wednesday, July 15, 2020 12:45:24 PM

In the non-profit world, they talk about how a budget is a statement of
values: an organization is telling the world what it thinks is truly
important by how much money it invests in an area. The budget for the
City of Minneapolis is no different.
Mayor Frey's proposed budget cuts is a statement of values that I find
quite appalling. This proposal shows an utter disregard for human life,
for those most marginalized in our city that is completely shocking. It
is hard not to see it as a retaliatory attack for critique of his
response to calls for defunding the police.
On Sunday, June 7, 2020 9 City Council members publicly committed to a
new path forward to dismantling the MPD. The current need to adjust the
budget offers an ideal opportunity to make some small progress toward
this goal. Rather than cutting vital violence prevention, city staff and
constituent services, balance the budget on the back of the MPD. I
support Reclaim the Block's proposal to cut $45 million from MPD's
budget by eliminating duplicate departments and cutting PR and
recruitment in order to keep funds in programs that prevent violence by
addressing basic needs like housing.
Minneapolis has an opportunity to become a leader in the US for how a
just and equitable city can structure itself - don't squander the chance.
Sincerely,
Monica Sheets
-she/her
612.205.7363
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?
url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.monicasheets.com%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ccouncilcomment%40minneapolismn.gov%7Caa024cbb341d4078e2f108d828e6d93a%7C0bfb3f5ae8ea4d54b0212b2f910c715f%7C0%7C0%7C637304319235992578&amp;sdata=%2FmR0SV0jOHMTLCf3Y9TbbOblI2td2BGq728Tjdso60Q%3D&amp;reserved=0
-This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?
url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com%2Fantivirus&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ccouncilcomment%40minneapolismn.gov%7Caa024cbb341d4078e2f108d828e6d93a%7C0bfb3f5ae8ea4d54b0212b2f910c715f%7C0%7C0%7C637304319235992578&amp;sdata=On1v06us5OpSTAe0zRjvmq8XyJSWMr6e%2BxqAZdhxzao%3D&amp;reserved=0
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Davis
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget Comment
Thursday, July 23, 2020 12:32:36 PM

Hello,
My name is Ellen Davis and I live in Kingfied in Minneapolis. The Council has to commit to
bigger cuts to MPD - and to reallocating those funds to supporting the community in
housing, basic needs, and violence prevention. I'm one of hundreds of people
literally checking Instagram to go to Target to pick up emergency supplies for people living in
tent cities in parks (at least people who haven't been arrested because the Parks Department
broke their promise) because the City is doing nothing to address this crisis. Citizens are
stepping up because we have no other choice, but this work is what we have government for.
This is where the City needs to be investing money, not in police. If Council members won't
commit to drastically changing how Minneapolis spends money then we need a new Council.
Sincerely,
Ellen
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marque Jensen
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget Comments
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:22:20 AM

Minneapolis City Council
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE hear your community - the POLICE do NOT need $45 million more - BUT we are in a
housing crisis and need support for our vulnerable populations and support for trauma
services. please consider long term solutions not power and force bandaids!
Marque
www.mmjmpls.org
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erin Walsh
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget Committee Comments
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 7:19:29 PM

The time to send a strong public signal and engage in concrete action is now. As you respond to COVID-19
budget shortfalls in the 2020 city budget, NOW is the time to invest in systems and institutions that protect and
serve all Minneapolis residents. While the longer term process that the City Council has pledged to follow is
essential to the transformation of public safety in this city into the future, you can show your commitment to antiracist policy and practice now by cutting the Minneapolis Police Department budget and investing funds in the
Office of Violence Prevention and housing.
I look forward to seeing the city budget reflect an investment in Black lives and a moral Minneapolis. The time is
now. Do not delay.
Erin Walsh
Ward 6

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

River Fiocco
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] budget committee public hearing comment
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:14:36 AM

Dear Councilmembers,
The people of Minneapolis have made it clear that the MPD needs to go. The inordinate
amount of resources that go towards the Minneapolis Police would be much better used to
provide safe, affordable housing for homeless people, mental health resources, education,
social services and assistance, and community safety programs. These programs would be
immensely more effective at preventing crime than MPD ever has been. People are driven to
crime when they aren't able to meet their basic needs, such as housing, food, and economic
stability. The City Council has the opportunity to reallocate police funding to support
community members in crisis.
Many of the functions of the MPD are unnecessary, harmful, and/or duplicitous. For example,
the MPD's use of military-grade weapons, SWAT teams, canine teams, tear gas, rubber
bullets, etc. on civilians is deeply harmful to our community. Additionally, MPD is the only
department that has its own communications department, which is unnecessary to fund on top
of the police force. Additionally, its PR and recruitment efforts are unnecessary and do not
help them rebuild trust with the community. If we put just a fraction of the money that goes to
the police towards public housing, everyone in the park sanctuaries could have housing. Or,
we could pay essential city workers and healthcare workers.
The City Council pledged to defund the police, and we are asking you to make good on your
promise. We want to see $45 million reallocated from MPD to programs that will actually
reduce crime and support our community members in need. I appreciate all of the work that
you all have done so far to divest funds from MPD, but I urge you to do more. Minneapolis
residents are in a crisis right now due to the pandemic and the crisis of racism, and are
counting on you to support us.
Thank you for your time and the work you do for this city,
River Fiocco
Ward 2

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Troy Wildenberg
Council Comment
Fletcher, Steve
[EXTERNAL] Budget Demands
Monday, July 20, 2020 6:01:29 PM

Hello City Council and Councilman Fletcher,
I am writing to demand that the city council support and pass the proposed amendments that
have been brought forth by CM Cunningham, and CM Cano.
In addition, I am demanding an immediate $45 million divestment from MPD Protections for
workers - no more wage freezes, furloughs or firings,
AND I am demanding deep investments in affordable housing instead of cuts. We need homes
for all people of Minneapolis.
Thank you for your time, and I am hopeful that you will make a decision that falls in line with
the justice that is long overdue in this country and our city.
Best,

--

Troy Wildenberg
They/Them/Theirs
wildenbergtroy@gmail.com
(920) 716-4083
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Brenda Buelt
Council Comment; Frey, Jacob
Brenda Buelt
[EXTERNAL] Budget for Minneapolis
Wednesday, July 15, 2020 12:00:33 PM

Mayor Frey and Minneapolis Council Members:
My family doesn't support increased taxes or bonding bills to pay for the Minneapolis deficit
caused by your lack of leadership, inability to work with the Police to bring about positive
change before the killing of George Floyd, and decision to let buildings burn, looting and the
sacrifice of the 3rd Precinct!
As elected officials you are required to acknowledge the responsibilities of your actions!
Here is how each of you can start to make apologies to the citizens and businesses of
Minneapolis.
1) Each and every member of the City Council and Mayor Frey forgo their salaries for their
term.
Mayor Frey
$126,500
Tarek Tomes $161,000 (Mayor's assistant)  
Councilmembers salary $101,162 * 13 = $1,315,106
That will make defray the shortfall approximately $1,500,000.00
2) Andrea Jenkins, Phillipe Cunningham, and Alondra Cano need to repay the city for the
taxpayer funded private security at $4,500 a day, for the amount they used. Note - the Legacy
Condo's had damages as well as all the businesses that were looted. Shame on you and your
"Security for MEbut not for thee"! Andrea Jenkins should resign from being a Council
Member if she's been that afraid for her life since 2018.
3) I am not in favor of defunding the Police!
Brenda Buelt
1240 S 2nd St
Minneapolis, MN

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barry Nicholas Costanzi
Council Comment
Reich, Kevin A.
[EXTERNAL] Budget hearing comment
Monday, July 20, 2020 4:18:17 PM

Hi,
I am writing as a constituent of Ward 1. I'm writing to express my support for defunding MPD
and reallocating the funds toward efforts such as creating a new department of community
safety and violence prevention, and funding more affordable housing to help folks in the tent
sanctuaries, preferably in a "housing first" style initiative. The manner that MPD has dealt
with problems in the past has been at best putting an ill-fitting band-aid on a wound, and at
worst has been ripping the wound farther open. We can do better both in the treatment of our
collective wounds, and in actually looking into why we are getting hurt in the first place and
trying to prevent it.
Thanks,
Barry N Costanzi
Virus-free. www.avg.com
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gayle Bonneville
Council Comment
Reich, Kevin A.; Frey, Jacob
[EXTERNAL] Budget hearing public comment
Tuesday, July 14, 2020 7:17:02 PM

To the Minneapolis City Council and Mayor:
Thank you for holding public hearings on the mayor’s revised 2020 budget.
As a resident and taxpayer in Minneapolis for many years, I have some questions and
comments spurred on by recent events as many of my fellow Minneapolitans reevaluate their
continued residency in this city:
1) The city council and mayor should reveal the process used during any budget setting
operations regarding how you set actual priorities/needs vs. wants. It appears that for too long
Minneapolis has operated on wants, not needs, with basic services now in severe decline. The
time has now come, brought on in part by COVID-19, to discern the city’s BASIC SERVICES
from amenities or lower priority items and “wants.” The role of a city is to provide for basic
services. The city has deteriorated over the past few years and now severely in the past four
months. The city needs to focus on basic necessities, like public safety, safe water, trash
handling, road repair, and using the bully pulpit to advocate for its residents. The city needs to
discuss with Hennepin County why the county is failing in its basic role for social services.
Instead, the city takes on projects that are duplicative of other agencies or should be handled
by those paid to handle them. This needs to stop. I suggest the city be more transparent in how
priorities are set in this city. I suggest also that a democratic, participatory process for
budgeting be instituted that goes beyond merely emailed comments or online talk. The city
should realize now that now all are treated equally under the digital divide.
2) I do not support getting rid the Minneapolis Police Department, nor do I support cutting its
budget until you have better defined the roles and how many police officers are even needed
or available in this city for the coming two years. Daily we hear reports of 150 police heading
to disability status as well as others retiring soon or already retired in the past month. This is
unsustainable. Cutting the police budget at this time would be foolhardy and merely an
emotional response. We need facts, figures, analysis and wisdom in making these decisions —
and as of now, the city and the “abolition” movement do not seem to be operating with any of
that in mind. If you are, then please do share that data and how people came up with a
proposed $45 million cut. But to advocate for a $45 million cut without any facts to back that
up is simply parroting special interest groups’ talking points. How have YOU determined they
are representative of your constituents? I suspect you have not. You have promised a yearlong public safety process that has yet to begin — or have I been excluded from your
conversations and meetings? This process needs to be excruciatingly well thought out,
transparent and inclusive to all, not just a social media diatribe. To continue to run this city by
listening to only the loudest voices in the room will result in a city that works for no one.
Many of us need police. Yes, there is room for reform at MPD and most obviously with the
union. But neither a social worker, nor a drug counselor, nor a community patrol can do the
job of police fully. I often tell people of the last time I had to call MPD: A man unknown to
me was pounding on my office window and door, in the dark of night, screaming and
demanding to be let inside the locked building. I was the only person present in the office
building, essentially trapped inside due to the configuration of this small office building in a

dark area. I demanded he leave. He would not. I told him I would call 911 if he did not leave.
This back-and-forth yelling and pounding continued. He continued to attempt to gain access to
the building without identifying who he was or why he thought he belonged in this building,
within two or three feet from me on the other side of the window. Only when he heard and
saw me calling police did he stop screaming and pounding on the windows and
disappear somewhere. Police arrived and checked the outside premises in case this person
was still on site in the dark. I was able to get safely out of the building thanks to police
response. I did not want a social worker, drug counselor nor a community patrol to respond to
my call! I wanted law enforcement to respond and take care of the situation quickly, as I felt in
danger. Some people like to say police don’t “prevent” crime … but indeed they do. I am
absolutely convinced that this person a few feet away from my thin plexiglass window
would not have left me alone had he not realized police were on the way.
3) Question: The city must be taking in a windfall in residential utility fees (city fees tacked on
utility bills each month) during the COVID-19 “stay at home” emergency orders, with many
people now working from home or simply being at home more than normal - thus, larger
utility bills. What amount does this add up to so far in 2020 compared to same time last year?
How is this money used/allocated in the budget?
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget Hearing Public Response
Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:13:56 PM

Dear Council Members:
My name is Jeff Glowa and I reside in the 9th ward. As a concerned resident of this
neighborhood, I do not feel more safe by the excessive police presence on a daily basis
near my home. In addition, it alarms me how many police there are in everyday places
such as the grocery store, the bank, and public schools. Why is it that the grocery store
is not able to hire a private security contract, but instead, the cops of the MPD get
overtime pay that incentivizes excessive police presence in places that do not need
them and if they do, they can be called if they are truly needed. Instead, officers are
seen standing around texting, surfing the internet, and wasting fuel by keeping
unoccupied squad cars running for hours on end. Who pays for these inefficient
wastes? Rather than increase more funding to the Minneapolis Police Department,
why is it that we try a different approach by supporting and creating separate city
public health and safety departments that are not the Minneapolis Police
Department. The MPD has no business trying to solve social issues of poverty and
racism, but rather, the increased funding of MPD seems to be making these problems
worse in our community. Please cut back the excessive city funding to Minneapolis
Police Department that has not solved our city's social issues such as housing,
substance use, racism, under and unemployment, gentrification, and violence.
Instead, they have qualified immunity and are not democratic as their crimes are
consistently shielded from the rule of law by a union that protects the interests of its
members, political leaders, but not residents of our city. Please cut back funding to
the Minneapolis Police Department and stop alienating social services of our city's
increasingly vulnerable and poverty-stricken population. People are tired of inaction
and the status quo. Thank you for your time and service.
Respectfully,
Jeff Glowa
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hannah Mixdorf
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget Hearing
Tuesday, July 14, 2020 6:47:43 PM

Hello,
My name is Hannah Mixdorf and I live in Ward 1. I was unable to unmute myself during the
budget hearing tonight but I would like to echo the call for $45 million cut from the
Minneapolis Police Department Budget. Mayor Frey's proposal of cutting $50,000 from MPD
is not sufficient for building a safer, healthier community - especially during a pandemic.
Our unemployment rate in Minneapolis is nearly 5 times higher than it was two months ago.
This is a crisis that impacts many of our community's families and neighborhoods. Money
must be reallocated from an organization that terrorizes our communities of color to housing,
Healthcare, and mental health services.
It was said at the beginning of this call that "the world is watching" our city. Now is the time
to be leaders in in what true community vibrancy can look like.
Thank you,
Hannah Mixdorf
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Q. Ulseth
Council Comment
Schroeder, Jeremy
[EXTERNAL] Budget Hearing: Defund the Police
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:45:27 AM

Hello,
In advance of tomorrow’s budget hearing, I would like to express my opinion about the special
2020 budget and go on-record in favor of defunding the police.
I believe that defunding the Minneapolis Police will help make us safer if that money is redirected toward developing a system of community-envisioned and community-led safety, and
toward education, housing, job creation, healthcare and mental health services. I believe you
lessen crime by eliminating poverty and you lessen violence by creating happy, healthy
communities who aren’t fighting over material resources. As a white person whose privileged
life rarely experiences interactions with law enforcement, I am going to defer to Black
leadership and BIPOC voices on the issue of defunding the police and strongly support the
efforts to create real change now.
Thank you for the opportunity to weigh in on this critical issue.
Anne Q. Ulseth
5251 12th Ave. S., Mpls 55417
612.272.0588
annequlseth@gmail.com
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To:
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Theresa Blue
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget hearing: proposed 2020 revised budget
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:32:07 PM

My name is Theresa Blue, I am a resident of Minneapolis Ward 12. I stand with community
leaders.
I demand a $45 million cut from MPD's budget. An emergency budget should fund our
communities urgent needs!
Council members Cano, Cunningham, Fletcher, and Gordon support cutting the MPD's budget
more aggressively than proposed by the Mayor. I urge you to stand with these Council
Members and our communities that need more funds.
You have heard countless stories from people within the community who are suffering.
Invest in our communities. People need homes.
People need wage protection so more people don't lose their homes.
The MPD is supposed to protect people not create harm or death. There are many areas in the
MPD budget which could be directed to serve the communities that are in dire need.   
Best Regards
Theresa Blue
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Stephanie Szurek
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget hearing
Thursday, July 23, 2020 5:51:48 PM

Minneapolitans are hurting from a pandemic, police abuse, systemic racism, and an economic
recession. Fellow human beings have had their homes and belongings bulldozed with no plan
of where they would go or how they'd get help.
Housing is the most basic of human rights. We need to be funding housing for those who are
displaced and truly affordable housing options for those who need help getting on their feet.
Options that don't require you to work 3 jobs at minimum wage.
We need money to put people in houses, keep people in their houses and with food on their
plate. What we don't need is an overtones over-funded police force that views non-white
citizens as criminals and unhoused people as objects.
Prioritize spending on:
Housing the homeless
Crisis, mental health, and chemical dependency treatments
Supplies for schools and parents of children to get through the pandemic, whether through
PPE in classrooms, computer and internet access for lower income children, or subsidizing
childcare for poor working parents.
Where the city puts money tells us that the city deems important. Show us that the citizens
matter, especially those left behind historically as we take steps toward undoing systemic
racism and class inequality.
Stephanie Szurek
2885 James Ave S #103
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Thressa Johnson
Council Comment
Cano, Alondra
[EXTERNAL] Budget Hearings Comment
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:13:54 AM

Right now, the city budget prioritized policing over people. This is now what our neighbors
need - we need the use of money in our community to be responsible to us and to services that
allow us to feel safe and secure and to thrive. This means divesting funds from MPD and
investing in housing, healthcare, education, and healing from addiction and mental health
issues.
Thank you,
Thressa Johnson
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Azul
Council Comment
Bender, Lisa
[EXTERNAL] Budget hearings testimony
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 9:16:25 PM

Thank you for your support of the process underway to defund MPD and
envision a different system for community safety. I'm writing to express
my support for the current budget amendments proposed by CMs Cano
and Cunningham. I also urge you to push for even greater divestment
from MPD. Pre-pandemic, Minneapolis already faced a severe shortage of
affordable housing and an underfunded and inequitable public school
system. If we are to build true community safety, we must invest in the
resources people need to thrive. I urge you to divest evn more from MPD
and put that money into supporting our schools, funding low income
housing assistance, and bolstering our hard hit public transportation
systems, among other things. While $605k divestment from MPD is a
start, as Reclaim The Block says, it does not reflect the scale we need. I
support their calling for cutting MPD by $45 million. We, and you, have
an unprecedented opportunity to change the arc of our city's story to
reach towards a new horizon in which we take care of our most
vulnerable residents and work to dismantle a long legacy of racism.
Sincerely,
Anneka Kmiecik
Ward 10 Resident
-My pronouns: they.them.their
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Aurora Zestcott
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget mark up
Thursday, July 23, 2020 2:28:15 PM

Hello,
My name is Aurora Zestcott, former Minneapolis resident, current Duluth resident. What I see
happening to the homeless population in Minneapolis is a disgrace. Regardless of the
permitting process for homeless people to reside in the parks, it is clearly not a long term or
sustainable solution to the poverty crisis. I am asking that you please reallocate funds from the
Minneapolis police department in order to fully fund emergency and affordable housing.
Please seriously consider this proposal as people’s lives depend on this.
Thank you, Aurora Zestcott
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Frankie Crescioni
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget Markup 7/24
Friday, July 24, 2020 7:19:56 AM

My name is Frankie Crescioni, and I'm writing to put my support for defunding the
Minneapolis Police Department.
The funds that are used by them to persecute citizens could be used for so many better things,
like public housing and social support programs.
I am only one person, but I know plenty of other people who share the same view. It's the
sensible thing to do, and would benefit the most people.
Thank you for your time, God Bless
Frankie Crescioni
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Amelia Axness
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget Markup Today
Friday, July 24, 2020 10:55:36 AM

Hello,
I am a resident of the Longfellow neighborhood of Minneapolis (Ward 2), and I urge you to
make more substantial cuts to the Minneapolis Police Department during your final budget
markup today. The funds currently used by the police are desperately needed for housing,
healthcare, and other social services in our community. The police department already
receives far too much of our city's funding, especially considering that they do not prevent
crime, they react to it. We need social services funded to protect the most vulnerable and
begin the hard work of actually eradicating the root causes of crime, rather than just policing
it. Please take action.
Thank you,
Amelia Axness
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Emily Barter
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget revision 2020 - shift more funding away from MPD
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 5:43:10 PM

Dear Minneapolis City Council,
I write as a Minneapolis resident to ask that your emergency budget revision shift significantly
more funding away from the Minneapolis Police Department. I think that the draft revision
and the proposed amendments don't go nearly far enough. This revision is, intentionally or not,
the first tangible step in upholding the commitment that the majority of the Council made to
defund the police. I strongly agree with that commitment: defunding the police is essential to
building a safer city for our Black siblings and for all of us.
The budget shortfall caused by the pandemic means we have to cut funding and accept losses.
Please take this unhappy opportunity to cut more from the police department. Its current
budget is huge, and yet it needlessly hurts people daily. With more cuts there, we can cut less
from other systems and departments, like youth outreach and city staff, some of which are
more effective at preventing harm.
This budget revision, right now, is the time to make a big shift. I'm a data nerd and I fully
understand the urge to wait on a big change, to gather more information, to plan more--but
every day we wait causes additional harm to BIPOC in Minneapolis. We cannot wait any
longer for big cuts to MPD. Please propose and pass additional shifts of funding away from
MPD, beyond the current revision and proposed amendments, so we can move towards a City
that's safer for all of us.
Sincerely,
Emily Barter
Minneapolis, MN 55405
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Joshua Zimmerman
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 7:04:08 AM

To whom it may concern:
I'll be brief - I support the defunding of the MPD and us moving that money into housing.
Increasing affordable housing and housing-first policies for the homeless make sense and the
MPD needs to be totally broken down and reformed. So let's start here.
Thanks for your time and attention.
Sincerely,
Josh Zimmerman
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Erin Christensen
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Budget
Friday, July 24, 2020 12:03:47 PM

Hello,
I am writing as a concerned and invested citizen from Ward 8.
I demand that the city council support CM Cano and CM Cunningham's proposed
amendments to move money from the MPD to on-the-ground and grassroots organizations
already doing public safety work and into a new Office of Violence Prevention.
I am also concerned about the cuts that will be required due to the COVID-19 pandemic. I
demand that the Minneapolis budget cuts fall primarily on the MPD, not affordable housing,
social services, or cuts, furloughs, or pay freezes to middle and low-income workers.
Especially in light of this pandemic we must be making deep investments, not cuts, to
affordable housing and ending homelessness in our community.
I've recently read about the new housing units that will be built on the Piggy Bank lot on
Hennepin as well as the Curran's location on Nicollet. I ask that the City Council do
everything in their power to ensure that these are investments in affordable housing in our
community as transitional housing and in making sure that at least 50% of the units are within
the 50% AMI limits.
Thank you,
Erin Christensen
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Mike Patrick
Council Comment
Gordon, Cam A.
[EXTERNAL] City Budget
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:47:55 PM

It's imperative that we divest from the Minneapolis Police Department and soon. I support the
budget amendments proposed by CMs Cano and Cunningham.
It is also crucial that money be allocated for housing. We can't keep shooing homeless people
from one park to another and expect any improvement. Money must be allocated for
meaningful housing infrastructure.
Thank you.
Mike Patrick
Ward 2
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JIEYI CAI
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Comment for City Council Budget Meeting 7/22/2020
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:08:37 AM

My name is Jieyi Cai and I am a resident of Ward 12. I am again asking the City Council to honor its commitment to
defunding and dismantling the Minneapolis Police Department by cutting $45 million from the MPD budget and
reallocating it to other much-needed services that actually provide safety for our communities. Small cuts are not
enough and fly in the face of the actual needs of the people of Minneapolis. Why is it that the city has money to pay
for police, bulldozers, and buses to forcibly remove unsheltered people from city parks but doesn't have the money
or political will to make sure those people have housing in the middle of a global pandemic that threatens the lives
of all Minnesotans? Why is it that the city has millions of dollars for police but not enough money for health care
workers and mental health crisis response, or money to enable distance learning for MPS students? The City Council
must immediately rearrange its priorities for the people of Minneapolis by cutting $45 million from MPD. We need
real solutions now.
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Shelby Rose
Council Comment; Jenkins, Andrea
[EXTERNAL] Comment on budget hearing this week
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:07:33 PM

Council member I tried to make a public comment last week but I was cut off after 10 seconds. I have decided
this week to email you instead so I don't waste my time on the phone for an hour just to be cut
off.
I do not want MPD to receive any more funding. I know this ask will not be met but I want
NO funding to MPD. They are useless to the city of Minneapolis. However, I know others
have called for a $45 million divestment from MPD and moving that money for protections
for workers - no more wage freezes, furloughs or firings - and affordable (free and subsidized)
housing. This is more feasible than cutting all funding from MPD immediately which, again,
is what I actually want.
I need you to support CM Cano's amendment that would move $500K from MPD to provide resources,

training, and supplies to the community groups already doing on-the-ground safety work AND CM
Cunningham's plans to propose an amendment that would move $1.1M into a violence interrupters program
through the Office of Violence Prevention.
Thank you.

Shelby Rose Thomason
She/Her
Find me on LinkedIn
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Olivia Little
Council Comment
Schroeder, Jeremy
[EXTERNAL] Comment on Budget Hearings on Public Safety Transformation
Monday, July 20, 2020 10:46:16 PM

Dear Minneapolis City Council and Councilman Schroeder,
I support amending the city charter and putting the amendment up for vote in November. Now is
the time for true reform, and voters should be allowed to weigh in. We cannot wait another year.
I also support divesting from the police and reinvesting in crucial services and supports needed for
communities to thrive, which will ultimately improve community safety and well-being. I ask the
council to go beyond the reallocations already proposed and make substantial investments in
human services, housing, and worker protections. I ask you to support amendments from
Councilors Cano and Cunningham to invest in resources, training, and supplies for community
organizations and to support violence prevention programs.
As a professional in public health and community improvement, I have seen firsthand the benefits
of these types of investments and programs to community health and safety, when done in
partnership with community members already working on the ground and most affected by these
issues. Minneapolis has the chance right now to make real change, but it will not happen without
substantially shifting resources. I call on you to make this happen.
Thank you,
Olivia Little
Minneapolis Resident, Ward 11
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Beth Cunningham
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Comment on Minneapolis budget
Thursday, July 23, 2020 4:26:17 PM

Hello,
I'm writing in support of larger cuts to the Minneapolis Police Department. I am strongly in
support of using the money saved on the MPD budget to fund social services for the city of
Minneapolis.
-Beth Cunningham
Associate Director - Portal Technologies | MyU Office | Institutional Analysis |
z.umn.edu/myuoffice
University of Minnesota | umn.edu | 612-301-1813 | cunning@umn.edu
she, her, hers
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Emer Griffin
Council Comment
Jenkins, Andrea
[EXTERNAL] Comment on Minneapolis Proposed Budget for July 22nd Meeting
Monday, July 20, 2020 4:21:47 PM

I support the proposed amendments from CM Cano and CM Cunningham to move funds to
the community groups already working on the ground and the Office of Violence Prevention. I
demand the council support these amendments and look for further ways to divest from the
MPD and put money towards structural changes to keep our community safe. We do not need
to allocate funds towards reform, we have already seen how effective reforms are at the MPD.
The proposed investments in affordable housing, while they may be "historic," are not enough
to address the crisis currently facing our city. We must do more to provide shelter to the
unhoused and change the pattern of crisis followed by inaction that has been the city's
approach for many years. We need homes for all, and an approach to housing that prioritizes
our citizens and not large developers and landlord groups.
Emer Griffin
3824 16th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55407
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Janet Polli
Council Comment; Bender, Lisa
[EXTERNAL] Comments about the budget and charter amendment
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 11:52:44 AM

I am writing to submit comments about the budget and charter amendment.
The $605k divestment and proposed amendments to move an additional $500k and $1.1M
from the MPD budget are inadequate. The total is only 1.14% of the MDP budget. I ask that
you support bigger reallocations of funds to the violence prevention and structural changes our
communities demand.
In addition to supporting Cano and Cunningham's proposed amendments, we need an
immediate $45 million divestment from MPD. This money needs to be reallocated to deep
investments in housing (e.g., affordable housing for the families currently being removed from
parks) and other structural changes (e.g., mental health, violence prevention).
I also support the charter amendment and have submitted comments separately about this.
Sincerely,
Janet Polli
Ward 10
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Devika Ghai
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Comments for City Council budget hearing
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:26:52 AM

Dear City Council members,
I signed up to testify at the public hearing on the city budget but couldn't "unmute" so couldn't
be heard. I hope my words will be heard this way instead.
My name is Devika and I live in Ward 9. Thank you for taking the time to hear from all of us as
you make these very difficult decisions about the budget shortfall.
I want to start by acknowledging that we are not just living through an unprecedented public
health crisis but we are also living in the global hotspot of that crisis. The United States tops
the world in the number of COVID-19 deaths, with almost TWICE as many COVID-related
deaths as the next highest country. I’m bringing this up because all the countries with the
highest death rates share one thing in common – they have over the years adopted "austerity
policies", significantly cutting back public spending on healthcare, housing, education, and
social services. If Minneapolis follows suit on this approach, I fear we may become yet another
hotspot within the global hotspot.
As an immigrant I am particularly strongly opposed to any cuts to Affordable housing and to
the Office of Immigrant and Refugee Affairs (OIRA), both of which are meeting critical needs in
our communities.
Instead of cutting back public spending on life affirming services and institutions, I would
strongly support cutting the budget of the Minneapolis Police Department by $45 million.
The Minneapolis Police Dept is at best a false solution and at worst a very well-funded public
health hazard of its own. The proposed cut is a joke given their $193 million
annual budget. Compare that to the proposed cut of $25,000 from the Minneapolis Office of
Immigrant and Refugee Affairs whose total budget, in addition to one salary, is only $100,000
total. That's $100,000 for all of their work making legal services accessible for immigrants in
Minneapolis. That amount is already pathetically inadequate and the Mayor wants to cut it by
25%!! Disgusting.
When you put those two budget cuts together (the proposed cut to MPD and the proposed
cut to OIRA), you get a very clear picture of the racist priorities of Mayor Frey. I can only hope
those are not the priorities of the City Council.
Thank you for taking the time to read and consider this,
Devika Ghai,
Ward 9 resident

-~ Devika (she/her pronouns)
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Audrey Holt
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Comments for the Budget
Monday, July 20, 2020 7:24:08 PM

Hi,
Ward nine resident here asking the council to remember their priorities and promises when it
comes to revisioning the budget. Cut from the MPD to help care for the people of Minneapolis
through protecting workers, providing for the unhoused, and standing by their word of
defunding the police.
Thank you,
Audrey Holt
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Alice Madden
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Comments on the 2020 Budget revisions
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:56:27 AM

Dear Councilmembers My name is Alice Madden, and I live in Ward 9 at the intersection of 31st St and 16th Av S.
Thank you:
For the ASL interpretation
For bringing the commenting process online though there are still hiccups to work
out with many folks struggling to figure out the system
For keeping the revisions document concise and short
Budget Requests:
Restore the $500k to ABEP, from source MPD - This is part of the
transparency notes below. I saw this in the Detailed Budget but it was hard to tell
that it was a CUT and not an ADD because there was no commentary or
explanation of what a rollover meant.
More cuts to the Minneapolis Police Department for 2020, transition to
defund for 2021- The additional revisions from the MPD department ~$605,000
is a good start, but it is concerning where those funds have been proposed to be
cut from (e.g. COPE). Better cuts would come from 1) sale of militarized
equipment back to the military or better yet as raw material to be melted down
and used for something more productive 2) freeze on purchase of tear gas and
other militarized equipment 3) cut down numbers of police 4) cut salaries above a
certain liveable threshold
Please do whatever is necessary to get the information you need to direct
the reallocations that are needed. If this means an ordinance that requires
the MPD to give you detailed spreadsheets so that you can be specific about
cuts, do that.
Climate work cannot be on the City's chopping block now or any other year restore funds to Sustainability from source MPD - While I understand the
impetus to use unused Home Energy Squad allocations, cuts to Sustainability at
the tail end of the window we have to mitigate and adapt to climate change is
dangerous. This has happened nearly once or twice a year. Why? While the HES
is on hiatus, this funds can and should still be used for the urgent work of climate
mitigation - whether through direct purchase of solar panels for city buildings, a
revolving 0% fund or grant for energy efficiency for buildings on W. Broadway
or Lake Street rebuilding, for lead and asbestos mediation for safer homes, etc.
The possibilities are endless. Why are we continually fighting for small sources?
We see what happens when we neglect long-term planning and mitigation in the
example of the US's response to COVID. We cannot afford to underfund our
response to climate - we simply do not have any margins of error or delay.  
General comment on community safety and climate: During our neighborhood
meeting on community safety (requested by the City Council, but of interest
regardless to our block), we discussed what would make us feel safe. We are a
block off Lake Street and Bloomginton - our biggest symptom of larger problems
are drug running, needles on the ground, and noise all through the night that
makes it difficult to sleep. The large problems (lack of housing, jobs, punitive
justice, disconnection from land, economic marginalization, prioritization of

profit over people) must be addressed first and foremost. But by the end of the
meeting, our conversation turned to design - what makes a street not ideal for
drug running? And many ideas came down to design - what if we put planters at
the top of the street to reduce car traffic flow overnight (while still allowing
residents to enter from the southside)? This dovetails with community
connectedness and climate action. It is the same with traffic safety - it is always
design and culture and connectedness will always win out over punitive
ticketing/incarceration by a "force" whose primary occupation is rule
enforcement.
General comment on violence in "enforcement": We have a crisis in
enforcement. From the MPD shooting innocent people to enforce safety(?) to
Regulatory Services cutting down vital food sources on private property (berry
bushes and milkweed) to enforce tax values(?), the mainstream response and
assessment of "threats" is disturbingly out of whack and it is visible and enforced
through the City's Budget. This must change if we care about safety and survival.
Specific Requests for Transparency
A public version of Budget documents needs annotations to be understood by
most who are not employed in financial sectors:
Please link the (just now found glossary) into all Detailed Budget
Revisions as well as instructions on how to comment. The website is still
very difficult to navigate. Searching for "Comment on City Budget" on the
page revealed 1 hit that did not list where or how to comment, but rather
information on the budget. It is not listed on the home page either. Listing
instructions and glossary in the majority or all of the public documents on
the budget is incredibly useful and important to increasing the likelihood
that people will find the information and transparency needed to provide an
informed comment.
Please add "Use of Cash" to the glossary
Please further define Capital Programming / Capital Improvement
Plan (CIP) particularly
Please define "Asset Management"
Please always use the full name before using acronyms on any page of a
document such as Detailed Budget Revisions or Summary of Budget
Revisions (e.g. LCC, LIMS, HCMS, OIRA) or if you do, please define
them fully once on that page first.
Many of the attached files are circular - you click on one and it doesn't open the
file it kicks you back to the main list.
Please adjust the location of the ASL video on the youtube channel so that it can
be viewed simultaneous to any presentations of staff (currently the lower
righthandside of any text or charts or tables are blocked)
The summary of the budget shortfall and the detailed budget revisions documents
do not match. Please clarify these (either why they do not match) or ensure that
they match so minimize confusion
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Azad Lassiter
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Council Comment on Proposed Budget
Monday, July 20, 2020 11:51:14 AM

Hello,
My name is Azad Lassiter and I am new to the state of Minnesota. I'm writing to clearly
express my disappointment in the latest budget proposal. After everything that has happened
in our state and country since the murder of George Floyd, to hear that $45 million dollars
have been taken from necessary services and allocated to the Minneapolis Police Department,
it felt like a slap in the face to those of us who have been carefully watching your response. It
is time for Minneapolis to start living up to its promises and do better. The City Council
already promised to take action and defund the police - now is the time. It is clear that
something needs to change and this is what I would like to see happen:
I would like at least $45 million to be removed from the MPD budget and propose
these possible areas of defunding:
Defund police terror tools used for intimidation and scare-tactics.
Cut funding for special operations, the canine unit, and the mounted patrol
Stop duplicate, duplicitous departments that are being used to obscure
evidence of their crimes
Defund police PR & recruitment. I do not want my money spent on police
PR to "improve" their image. We know the truth. We demand change.
I want to see that $45 million go toward:
Homes for EVERYONE: House everyone in the growing encampment in
sanctuaries.
Pay workers! No more wage freezes, furloughs or firings. Cut from the MPD
to pay city workers instead.
I hope you will strongly consider the needs of the most subjugated, vulnerable, and displaced
in your community.
Azad Lassiter,
Construction Industry
612-505-2266
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Emily Lassiter
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Council Comment on Proposed Budget
Thursday, July 16, 2020 10:00:38 AM

Hello,
My name is Emily Lassiter and I have returned to my home state of Minnesota in the last year
to work for an organization that provides housing for those in need in Minneapolis and
surrounding areas. I'm writing to clearly express my disappointment in the latest budget
proposal. After everything that has happened in our state and country since the murder of
George Floyd, to hear that $45 million dollars has been taken from necessary services and
allocated to the Minneapolis Police Department, it felt like a slap in the face to those of us
who have been carefully watching your response. It is time for Minneapolis to start living up
to its promises and do better. The City Council already promised to take action and defund the
police - now is the time. It is clear that something needs to change and this is what I would
like to see happen:
I would like at least $45 million to be removed from the MPD budget and propose these
possible areas of defunding:
Defund police terror tools used for intimidation and scare-tactics.
Cut funding for special operations, the canine unit, and the mounted patrol
Stop duplicate, duplicitous departments that are being used to obscure evidence of
their crimes
Defund police PR & recruitment. I do not want my money spent on police PR to
"improve" their image. We know the truth. We demand change.
I want to see that $45 million go toward:
Homes for EVERYONE: House everyone in the growing encampment in
sanctuaries.
Pay workers! No more wage freezes, furloughs or firings. Cut from the MPD to
pay city workers instead.
I hope you will strongly consider the needs of the most subjugated, vulnerable, and displaced
in your community.
Emily Lassiter

507-440-2601
emmylassiter@gmail.com
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samakab hussein
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] Council President Bender & Council Members
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:04:01 PM

My name is Samakab Hussein. I'm a Somali Community leader and I’m writing to you today
because I’m offended at council members attempting to eliminate after school homework help
for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that my son won’t
have the resources they need to be successful in a school district that is failing black children.
It means that you are willfully recycling my children into the cycle of poverty. It means that
the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means
that 160 Somali Children and their families will be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory
approach. We understand that the current executive director of Kajoog challenged Council
Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But my children should not pay the price for an act
that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
Thanks
Sam
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ubah Mohamed
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
jeremiah.ellison@minneapolismn.go
[EXTERNAL] Council President Bender & Council Members
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:24:10 AM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Ubah Mohamed. I am Somali businesswomen and I’m writing to you today because I’m
offended at council members' attempt to eliminate after school homework help for our children (Kajoog’s
Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that our children won’t have the resources they need to be
a success in a school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling our
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you and are not
welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will be a victim of a council
member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current executive director of Kajoog challenged
Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But our children should not pay the price for an act that
they have not committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks representation
on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are Minneapolis’s unwanted
stepchild. That although they make up 15% of the cities population, and have a presence in every ward that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve suffered genocide and have
faced the humiliation being caged in refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote.
We intend to teach our children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s
America enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis wants
to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the
funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of honor to help our children.
Sincerely,
Ubah Mohamed
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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[EXTERNAL] Council President Bender & Council Members
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:32:56 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Sadio Ismail. I am one of the Somali Community leaders and I’m writing to you today
because I’m offended at council members' attempt to eliminate after school homework help for our
children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that our children won’t have the
resources they need to be a success in a school district that is failing black children. It means that you are
willfully recycling our children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t
matter to you and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families
will be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current executive
director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But our children should
not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks representation
on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are Minneapolis’s unwanted
stepchild. That although they make up 15% of the cities population, and have a presence in every ward that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve suffered genocide and have
faced the humiliation being caged in refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote.
We intend to teach our children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s
America enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis wants
to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the
funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of honor to help our children.
Thank you for taking the time to read this,
Sadio Ismail

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Sadio Ismail
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[EXTERNAL] Council President Bender & Council Members
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:32:56 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Sadio Ismail. I am one of the Somali Community leaders and I’m writing to you today
because I’m offended at council members' attempt to eliminate after school homework help for our
children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that our children won’t have the
resources they need to be a success in a school district that is failing black children. It means that you are
willfully recycling our children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t
matter to you and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families
will be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current executive
director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But our children should
not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks representation
on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are Minneapolis’s unwanted
stepchild. That although they make up 15% of the cities population, and have a presence in every ward that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve suffered genocide and have
faced the humiliation being caged in refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote.
We intend to teach our children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s
America enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis wants
to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the
funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of honor to help our children.
Thank you for taking the time to read this,
Sadio Ismail

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] Council President Bender & Council Members
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:04:00 PM

My name is Samakab Hussein. I'm a Somali Community leader and I’m writing to you today
because I’m offended at council members attempting to eliminate after school homework help
for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that my son won’t
have the resources they need to be successful in a school district that is failing black children.
It means that you are willfully recycling my children into the cycle of poverty. It means that
the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means
that 160 Somali Children and their families will be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory
approach. We understand that the current executive director of Kajoog challenged Council
Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But my children should not pay the price for an act
that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
Thanks
Sam
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
jeremiah.ellison@minneapolismn.go
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Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:24:10 AM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Ubah Mohamed. I am Somali businesswomen and I’m writing to you today because I’m
offended at council members' attempt to eliminate after school homework help for our children (Kajoog’s
Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that our children won’t have the resources they need to be
a success in a school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling our
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you and are not
welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will be a victim of a council
member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current executive director of Kajoog challenged
Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But our children should not pay the price for an act that
they have not committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks representation
on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are Minneapolis’s unwanted
stepchild. That although they make up 15% of the cities population, and have a presence in every ward that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve suffered genocide and have
faced the humiliation being caged in refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote.
We intend to teach our children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s
America enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis wants
to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the
funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of honor to help our children.
Sincerely,
Ubah Mohamed
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.
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Stephanie G. Nero
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Defund MPD and fund social services
Friday, July 24, 2020 9:14:42 AM

Before the Powderhorn encampment was bulldozed, I had been driving over to the east camp
and picking up residents’ laundry. I spoke to the residents and saw all the volunteers trying
their best to support them, but we were all just making it up as we went along.
It is clear the Minneapolis city council is also making it up as they go along, because your
citizens were stepping in to fill huge gaps as best they could. And when the tenuous situation
became untenable, the camp was bulldozed, because it had devolved into such chaos it
couldn’t be saved. And the unsustainable cycle starts again, because without something
actually changing, where do those people go? And how will that situation be any different?
Something has got to give. It’s insane to keep repeating this cycle and being dismayed at the
outcome. Something has to change. The city council needs to take tens of millions of dollars
from the police budget and allocate it toward social services, including housing for homeless
residents.
By funding other support services, we also reduce the need for so much police funding. I
wonder if, while police were arresting the remaining camp residents, it occurred to anyone that
if the dollars used to fund that arrest had been used in a constructive, preventive manner, that
arrest might never have taken place?
On top of paying taxes, your citizens are reaching into their own pockets to attempt to do your
jobs for you. We can’t keep doing that. I’m unemployed right now and I was still finding
money to give. If I can do it, you can do it.
Our current system isn’t working. We are calling on our elected representatives to reduce the
police budget and give that money to social services.
Thank you,
Stephanie Nero
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.
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Sara Rukavina
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Defund MPD but for real
Thursday, July 23, 2020 3:18:48 PM

Hello,
I am writing to demand that the Council commit to an emergency plan that would make even
bigger cuts to the MPD. We want bigger police budget cuts so that more money can go
towards resources that are proven to truly keep people safe and so that things like labor/worker
protection or support for people experiencing homelessness don’t get cut. Police don’t keep
people safe - they do not prevent crime and violence, they often incite it and create it, and at
the very best they only deal with the aftermath of “crime.” We want preventative and deescalation measures that are antithetical to a police department. It’s time we address the root
causes of crime in our country and that is inequities and oppression and the lack of resources
and proper support for people. There are so many people who have made so many comments,
shared stories, and ideas that I’m sure you have all heard and I am urging you to truly listen to
them and make this emergency plan for defunding the police department even more.
Thank you,
Sara Rukavina
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.
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To:
Cc:
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Date:

Sarah Fowler
Reich, Kevin A.
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Defund MPD by $45 million immediately
Monday, July 20, 2020 2:09:00 PM

Hi Mr. Reich,
My name is Sarah and I live in Ward 1. I'm emailing to ask that you support CM
Cano’s and CM’s Cunningham’s proposed amendments to the city budget:
An amendment that would move $500K from MPD to provide resources,
training, and supplies to the community groups already doing on-the-ground
safety work.
An amendment that would move $1.1M into a violence interrupters program through the
Office of Violence Prevention.
I'm also asking that you support an immediate $45 million divestment from MPD
(while a $605K divestment is larger than the amount in Frey’s proposed budget, it does not
reflect the scale we need), protections for workers (no more wage freezes, furloughs or
firings), and homes for all - deep investments in affordable housing instead of cuts!
Thank you,
Sarah
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.
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To:
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Amanda Holst
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Defund MPD
Friday, July 24, 2020 11:57:29 AM

Dear Minneapolis Council,
As a resident of Minneapolis during the COVID-19 pandemic, I'm reaching out to demand that
the City Council stay committed to its promise to defund MPD and put more resources to
important and necessary community organizations.
As the final budget markup approaches on Friday 7/24, I want to urge you to commit to an
emergency plan that makes bigger cuts to MPD and protects the resources our community
needs most.
We demand that you preserve funding for labor protections, including wage theft prevention
and protections for sex workers. We want housing for people experiencing homelessness. We
want our community to stay strong and safe in this pandemic
Please hear our words. Please do what's right for our community and the people living here in
Minneapolis. We need each other, and the display of p*lice force last week to tear down tents
in Powderhorn Park isn't that.
Sincerely,
-Mandi Holst
pronouns: they/them
Resident of Hiawatha / Longfellow
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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To:
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Kayla Heinze
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Defund the MPD
Monday, July 20, 2020 2:49:10 PM

Hello,
I am writing to voice my support for Reclaim the Block and other community organizers who are asking the city
council to reallocate funds away from policing and into housing, transportation, education, healthcare and other
community services. Our city needs action now and it needs more than a mere $650k divestment from the MPD. I
ask that you seriously consider and support the movement to defund the police and create a budget that reflects the
people’s passionate cry for the dismantlement of policing in our city. This move with protect our BIPOC neighbors
and ensure prosperity and safety for all Minneapolis residents.
Thank you,
Kayla Heinze
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Kate Clayborne
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Defund the MPD
Thursday, July 23, 2020 1:57:17 PM

Hello,
As a resident of Minneapolis's Lyndale neighborhood, I am writing to urge the City Council to
use the emergency budget plan cut funding from the Minneapolis Police Department's budget,
and protect important community resources from budget cuts. It is extremely disappointing to
see, so soon after Council members visited Powderhorn Park to announce their intention to
defund and disband the MPD, that very police force given permission to enter the park and
arrest unhoused people and their supporters, in addition to destroying their property. If the
Council wishes to address the problem of homelessness and the issues that arise from it, they
should follow their commitments: use the emergency budget plan to remove funding from the
police department and put it towards real change via social service.
Sincerely,
Catherine Clayborne
3325 Garfield Avenue, 55408
kate.clayborne@gmail.com
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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To:
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Rachael Adams
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Defund the police and provide safe housing
Thursday, July 23, 2020 8:44:32 PM

Hello,
As a resident of Minneapolis and one who lives just blocks from where George Floyd was
murdered I want to make a few things known. First, it's appalling that the people experiencing
homelessness during a worldwide epidemic had their tents bulldozed and their belongings
thrown out by the city council. Unbelievable.
Second, the MPD is racist, to the core, and needs to be gutted. Yes, we need some policing for
certain instances but we need much less, better trained officers, those living in the city they
police, and accountability for their actions.
Lastly, and most importantly, the massive budgets that go towards policing need to be rerouted
to help the citizens of Minneapolis, especially those most in need and most vulnerable. House
our citizens in safe and dignified housing. We have the space, make it a priority. Give these
people what they need to succeed. Put more dollars towards education, healthcare, housing,
crisis centers etc. Listen to the members of our city who are pleading to you with what they
and their community members need. Do it NOW.
The world is watching. Minneapolis is watching. Make things right and become leaders across
the US. If you don't, you will be voted out.
Rachael Adams
612.759.6627
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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To:
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Renee Chartier
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Defund the Police
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:19:47 AM

I am writing to express my desire as a citizen of Minneapolis, to see the end of a ridiculously overpowered police
force and corrupt police union. I demand that Bob Kroll resign and stop terrorizing citizens. Police must be held
accountable. Qualified Immunity MUST end.
Defund the Police
Do the right thing.

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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kill.gerald
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Defund the police
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:16:56 AM

This is totally stupid and than add a bunch of Socialist running around trying to police
Minneapolis. I can't wait for your nut job team to come and deal with the gangs with
unarmed social service workers. How are they going to deal with home invasions?
Violent crimes? I live in north Minneapolis and this gangs will eat these teams alive.
Tell the city council that I don't like paying for private security for them and nothing for
us. I hope to vote those idiots out next time. Bring back police and review them and
deal with it.
Thanks
Gerald Kill

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JAO
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Defund the Police
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:14:31 PM

I do support defunding or reducing the funding of the police.
The Minneapolis police have unabashedly demonstrated their racial biases for years. Any
declarations of fair treatment of black and brown people is a total misrepresentation of their
true stance. The head of the police union, Bob Kroll, needs to be removed or fired or forced to
resign.
Although I believe there may be some good people on the force, I don’t trust the police as a
whole.
As a resident of the 3rd precinct I biked down to the demonstrations periodically during during
the days of unrest. The police stood on the roof of the 3rd precinct casually talking and joking
among themselves while periodically shooting rubber bullets or tear gas at the crowd for no
apparent reason.
THERE WAS NO PLAN, NO STRATEGY, NO STATEMENT, NO STRONG
LEADERSHIP.
They acted nonchalant. They acted like they didn’t care. I couldn’t figure it out. It didn’t make
sense until I realized: THEY DON’T CARE.
THE NEIGHBORHOOD WAS COMPLETLY ABANDONED BY THE COPS.
I am disgusted by them and their actions.
We need a police force (or community policing agency) comprised of people WHO LIVE IN
THE CITY.
We need people of color on the “force.”
We need compassionate mental health experts who can respond to situations.
We need the cops who have inflicted harm over the past 10 years held accountable.
Sincerely,
Julie A. O’Baoighill
Sent from my iPad
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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To:
Cc:
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Date:

Emily Strasser
Council Comment
Bender, Lisa
[EXTERNAL] Defund the police
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 3:16:57 PM

Dear Council Members,
I'm glad that the Council has already begun to propose significant divestment from the MPD.
But the $650K proposed on the 7/17 budget meeting does not meet the scale of our need for
transformational change.
I'm writing in support of defunding the MPD, and redirecting those funds toward housing,
education, mental health services, and other vital community services. The MPD has failed us.
Over and over again, it has inflicted brutal and unnecessary violence against our Black and
Brown communities, and fails all of us who want to live in an equal and just city. It is time we
do better. Let's put our money where our hearts are. We have an opportunity to do something
transformative and life-affirming.
Sincerely,
Emily Strasser, Ward 10
711 W 38th St, Apt 2
Minneapolis, MN 55409
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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To:
Cc:
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Eleanor Garran
Council Comment
Bender, Lisa
[EXTERNAL] Defund the police
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 3:24:54 PM

Dear Council Members,
I'm glad that the Council has already begun to propose significant divestment from the MPD.
But the $650K proposed on the 7/17 budget meeting does not meet the scale of our need for
transformational change.
I'm writing in support of defunding the MPD, and redirecting those funds toward housing,
education, mental health services, and other vital community services. The MPD has failed us.
Over and over again, it has inflicted brutal and unnecessary violence against our Black and
Brown communities, and fails all of us who want to live in an equal and just city. It is time we
do better. Let's put our money where our hearts are. We have an opportunity to do something
transformative and life-affirming.
Sincerely,
Eleanor Garran, Ward 10
711 W 38th St, Apt 2
Minneapolis, MN 55409
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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From:
To:
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Jim Gerhardt
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] defund
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:20:44 AM

Do NOT defund the police department. Reform it yes. By sending out
unarmed social workers to solve problems that are called in to the
police department you are asking for those people to step into
situations where they will be put into bodily harm. You are asking for
more lawsuits and deaths of those same people. Yes there may be some
of our officers that may need to be replaced or trained differently
but most of them are doing their very best in a bad situation. Again
DO NOT DEFUND OUR POLICE
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Solvejg Wastvedt
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Demand to invest Mpls budget in communities
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 5:01:36 PM

Hello,
I am writing to express support for Councilmember Cano and Councilmember Cunningham's
proposed budget amendments to move money in the Minneapolis budget from MPD to
community groups. I also want to express support for the demands from Black Visions for a
divestment of $45 million from MPD Protections for workers and increased -- not reduced -funding for affordable housing in this time of crisis. As we saw all too clearly in murder of
George Floyd and the ensuing fires that burned stores on my block in St. Paul, the issue of
unaccountable, over-funded police in Minneapolis is bigger than just your city. The choices
you make have a real impact on quality of life throughout the Twin Cities area and beyond. I
support a budget that shows the Minneapolis city council cares about all its citizens, and the
impact city policies have on everyone.
Thanks for your time,
Solvejg Wastvedt
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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To:
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Sarita Kundrod
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Divest from MPD, Invest in Community
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:02:23 AM

I demand the city council to reallocate more of the MPD’s budget and reinvest in our communities. We should
invest in more support for our unhoused residents. More money should be spent providing longer-term, dignified
shelter for those experiencing homelessness. That money should come from the MPD.
Thank you,
Sarita

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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To:
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Date:

Connor Stratton
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Divest from MPD, Invest in our Communities
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:02:52 AM

Good morning,
I urge the city council to reallocate much more of the MPD’s bloated budget and reinvest in our communities. We
should invest in particular in more support for our unhoused residents. I recommend more money should be spent
providing longer-term, dignified shelter for those experiencing homelessness. That money can come directly from
the MPD.
Thank you,
Connor
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jill Davidson
Council Comment
Schroeder, Jeremy
[EXTERNAL] Divest from police
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:00:42 AM

Dear Minneapolis City Council,
It is past time to divest from MPD and invest in the resources that actually make our
community safer. Violence prevention and housing. Employment opportunities and access to
healthcare.
I urge you to support CM Camp’s and CM Cunningham’s amendments doing just that.
I urge you to commit to an immediate $45 million divestment from MPD Protections for
workers - no more wage freezes, furloughs or firings.
I urge you to commit to Homes for all - deep investments in affordable housing
instead of cuts!
In the words of Paul Wellstone, we all do better when we all do better.
Sincerely,
Jill Davidson
Ward 11

-Jill Davidson, MSW, LISW
pronouns: she/her
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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To:
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Sharon Browning
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Do the right thing
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 7:25:10 PM

For the love of all that is holy, do the right thing and budget the money we've entrusted to you
away from the Minneapolis Police Department and towards the social services that are needed
to support our most vulnerable neighbors - the marginalized, the downtrodden, the homeless,
the mentally ill. You can do this. You have PROMISED to do this. Please follow through with
that promise. Do what you know is right.
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bearx006 University of Minnesota
Council Comment; Cano, Alondra; Reich, Kevin A.; Gordon, Cam A.; Jordan, Sydney - Representative; Dziedzic,
Kari - Senator; Kesti, Dylan; Warsame, Abdi; Jenkins, Andrea; Johnson, Andrew; cecil@cornerstonepp.com;
irene.fernando@hennepin.us; Frey, Jacob; john.quincy@minneapolismn.gov; Goodman, Lisa R.; Bender, Lisa;
Palmisano, Linea; marty.mcdonough@mmha.com; nichol.beckstrand@mmha.com; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
todd.liljenquist@mmha.com
[EXTERNAL] Dumbest idea ever: Defund the police
Friday, July 24, 2020 8:16:27 AM

Lack of confidence? Lack of confidence? The city council creates a lack of confidence every
time you come up with one of these hairbrained ideas. What business or home owner will be
more confident knowing there are less police on the street. We saw what happens when you
have less police: destruction on lake street. The mayor and the council allowed the criminals to
take over and now it seems you are supporting them. Lack of trust? Lack of trust? Many
residents do not trust the council to do anything right. Jane Kirtly said it best: short sighted
secrecy. That describes The council now. Please,Please,Please add 12 more officers to the
force and get rid of the bad ones. That brings out another truth is that the Council has never
had the courage to stand up to any union in the city because the unions work on thier
campaigns.
Richard Bear
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.
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Jessica Hartnett
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Emergency Budget Comment
Thursday, July 23, 2020 12:49:20 PM

Hello City Council Members,
I'm writing to ask that you reconsider the emergency budget, and allocate more funds to
resources our communities need, and less to the MPD. We, your constituents, have been
funding these things out of our own pockets, because we think they are important. It's time
you show us what you think is important, by defunding the police, and funding things like
housing, healthcare, and other social services. This is the long term solution, and it needs to
start now.
Thanks,
Jessica Hartnett

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Grace Heneghan
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] For Budget Hearing: Defund MPD
Monday, July 20, 2020 8:46:59 PM

Dear City Council,
As you revise the 2020 Budget, I urge you to prioritize and center community safety
and health over the police in defunding and divesting from the Minneapolis Police
Department.
Supporting Councilmember Cano and Cunningham's proposed amendments in
cutting large amounts of funds to MPD is a necessary step in defunding the police
department. These funds can be reallocated to urgent community needs in violence
prevention and creating immediate to longtime investments in housing for all.
The city council needs to immediately reallocate the budget from MPD to funds
supporting the structural changes and safety that Minneapolis communities demand.
The city's budget should fund and support community needs!
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Grace Heneghan
Minneapolis, MN
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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CenturyLink Customer
City Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Friday morning vote
Thursday, July 23, 2020 8:58:45 PM

to all CM,
I understand that there is a vote tomorrow morning to eliminate
information positions from the MPD. This is wrong and without thought. I
want the MPD to inform media about what is happening in my city and
in my neighborhood. We must have information from the media to
understand what is happening. I DO NOT believe, do not have
confidence in the City Council to make this available to the media. I
believe it will be politicized. If you think the information provided by MPD
to media is incorrect, then Chief Arradondo should be given the tools to
train and provide accurate information.
Thank you.
I would like someone to inform me how to reach the City Council in
writing. The website is hard to use, I want one email that can go to all
members. If there is a better way for me to get my needs met, let me
know. This was frustrating and unnecessary.
Thank you
Noreen Fontana
3914 Washburn Ave N
Minneapolis, MN 55412
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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corriespading
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] frustrated
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 9:04:54 AM

When mayor Frey developed and continued to approve the current budget, he laughed in our
faces. He made a cut to the MDP of .026%. Yes. Really that low. Those of us who demand the
police be held responsible, the police NOT be given a free murder pass, and laughed at us
wanting the police to protect the lives of people of color just as well as those of whites.
I support defunding the police, meaning allocating resources (money) to services that can be
called on in some types of emergencies stopping this cycle of constantly leaving us with no
choice to call a tigger happy, warrior trained member of the MPD who will shot a black person
5 times more often than a white citizen.
The longer we wait to make changes, the more black men will die. Its sounds oversimplified
but sadly, that's where we are at.
A concerned, Corrine Kokke
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Jenna Rose Graupmann
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Fulfill your commitment to defund MPD!
Thursday, July 23, 2020 9:24:53 PM

Hello my name is Jenna and I am a resident of the Powderhorn Park neighborhood in
Minneapolis.
My fiance and I nearly drove past Cub Foods on our way home the night that George Floyd
was brutally murdered by the Minneapolis Police department. In the weeks following that
incident, we stayed up nightly keeping watch over our block and slept in fear with National
Guard helicopters flying overhead. We also gave water to protestors coming and going from
38th & Chicago, donated masks to the organizations sharing resources in that intersection,
dropped off coffee and help clean up the encampments in the park, and met neighbors doing
the same. Neighbors helping neighbors kept our community safe, not the National Guard and
not MPD screaming through our streets in their armoured vehicles, arresting our friends at
protests. One of the proudest moments of my residency of Minneapolis was when I saw my
city council members promise to dismantle the Minneapolis Police Department.
It is now time to follow up on that promise. Break down the MPD budget into the smallest of
pieces. Re-write the charter if that's what it takes. Use those pieces to fund neighborhood
associations (which I understand are also on the chopping block), mental health and other
resources as alternatives to police intervention. Listen to the needs of black, brown and
indigenous community members. And for goodness sake find dignified housing for ALL the
homeless in this city because a COVID winter is coming. The mayor's plan for 150 total beds
for women, indigenous, and the "medically frail" is a small step but not nearly enough. There
were over 400 tents in Powderhorn before they were evicted or bulldozed and all of those
individuals are in need of help, especially during the current pandemic.
We need creative thinking to solve the issue of homelessness in our community and we
deserve solutions that are comprehensive. Rehab the Kmart on Lake street to create stable
housing and the beginnings of a self-sufficient community. Or the downtown Macy's or any of
the vacant buildings and lots sitting ripe for greedy investors.
Ours is one of the wealthiest cities in the country and wealthy in talented, well-educated
people. We have the resources we need we just need to find the bravery to tap them. Will you
commit to that?
- Jenna Graupmann
3741 12th Ave S
Minneapolis
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Jack Young
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Funding for vital social programs
Friday, July 24, 2020 7:17:51 AM

My name is Jack Young and I am a Minneapolis resident. I am writing to urge you to make
more cuts to the Minneapolis police department and commit that money to programs that
house, feed, and provide medical care for residents who need these services. Social programs,
not police, keep us safe.
Thank you,
Jack
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Matthew R Guzy
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] How dare you all try to defund police.
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:39:09 PM

Do not defund the police. There is nowhere safe to park a vehicle without the windows being smashed in the first
place. Take off their handcuffs, pay them, and let them restore law and order. The Minneapolis Mayor and city
council are a disgrace.
Sent from my iPhone
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Anna Ashcroft
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Input re Funding our Communities: 2020 Budget Hearing
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:03:27 PM

I recently learned that I missed this public hearing but that I could share my input by 7/24.
Given Minneapolis's long-standing history of mistreatment of the public by the police, and
given our reluctance to sufficiently invest in community resources which lift up BIPOC I call
on the city council to think outside of the box and with the lens of abolition. Consider what
our city could look like if our public health department, MPS, mental health programs, and
investments in the economies of our BIPOC weren't forced to operate on shoestring budgets.
Where could funds be redistributed so we can end homelessness in this city, ensure a strong
education for children in every sector of our city, and address the myriad of other holes in our
social safety nets that lead to police involvement?
The killing of George Floyd has made many of us wake up to the fact that our beloved city is
progressive almost entirely for the white people who live here. Our BIPOC communities do
not enjoy the same privileges that those of us who are white enjoy. If we truly are a
progressive city we can and should do better than this, and our investments and how we fund
our communities should reflect that.
On May 25, as I was doing the most wholesome of activities - reading my 2 (white) children a
bedtime story - George Floyd was brutally murdered. There cannot be 2 Minneapolis, one in
which the lives of white people are favored and valued over the lives of our BIPOC. The
voices and the demands of BIPOC must be heard and met, as their lives depend on it. I support
the efforts of Black Visions Collective, Reclaim the Block, and MPD150, and I call on you to
do the same.
Anna Ashcroft
3541 Park Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55407
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Tom Jorgenson
Council Comment; Schroeder, Jeremy; Frey, Jacob
[EXTERNAL] Invest in housing, defund MPD
Monday, July 20, 2020 7:42:43 PM

Hello Council Member Schroeder, Mayor Frey, and Budget Committee,
I appreciate the Council’s gestures to restore funding to important housing and other community projects, while
taking away from the Police Department budget. However, after reviewing the proposed changes, the amounts
involved are mere pennies compared to the funding shortfall and the bloated MPD budget. I understand that current
rules require a certain amount of funding for MPD, but I urge you to make the changes that our communities so
desperately need and are calling for: defund MPD, invest in affordable housing.
I was distressed to see the forceful removal of houseless people taking sanctuary in Powderhorn Park today. This is
not the way to solve this problem and care for these Minneapolis residents. The Target Center will still get $7.8
million in upgrades, but we don’t have enough to care for the folks taking shelter in our parks? I hope there’s
something I’m missing here.
Additionally, to echo the Mpls Sanctuary Movement, the Minneapolis Health Department must immediately attend
to all sanctuaries and encampment sites and universally provide health and safety services. Clearing people from the
only shelter they have is not, and can never be a solution. Housing is the cure! Defunding the Minneapolis Police
Department is the way to get there.
Sincerely,
Tom Jorgenson
5214 Bloomington Avenue
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Christy Marsden
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] July 14 2020 Budget Committee Meeting
Monday, July 13, 2020 1:31:56 PM

My name is Christy Marsden, and I live in Ward 10.
I wanted to submit a public comment in lieu of being able to attend this meeting in person. As
we all move through COVID-19, we cannot pull money from initiatives that help our
homeless and youth populations. Now, more than ever, is the time to invest in the people of
our city, to take care of each other, and insure that we all have the capacity to make healthy,
safe decisions. We can start by taking funds from the Minneapolis Police Department as an
effort to begin defunding the police to put money where it is actively needed right now. We
can do better than a small, $50,000 cut to the MPD budget.
We have hundreds of homeless needing support and homes in the Phillips neighborhood,
Powderhorn, and parks throughout the city. Why would we take money from programs aimed
to home the homeless? We have high unemployment, and soon to be high eviction rates once
restrictions are lifted. We need to support the unemployed and renters, not removing funds to
help them legally deal with landlord issues.
I understand I do not know the budget, and budget issues, that you all face. But reading the
online proposed budget cuts, so many titles of programs seem to relate to helping the
homeless, youth, and renters. We can make better cuts elsewhere to help fund programs we
desperately need to take care of the people of our city.
Thanks for your time,
Christy Marsden
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Taylor Daiello
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] July 14th Budget Meeting
Tuesday, July 14, 2020 6:25:09 PM

Hello City Council Members and Mayor Frey,
Please cut 45 million dollars from the MPD budget. These funds would be better used for
housing and other social resources such as mental health and chemical dependency treatment.
MPD has shown that they do not care about the safety of the communities they police by using
excessive force against those in their custody time and time again. To increase their budget
would only serve to give an already too-powerful organization more power. The people of
Minneapolis deserve to have this money be used for their care and well being, and by funding
housing, mental health treatment, chemical dependency treatment, and other social services
Minneapolis can begin to work towards an equitable and fair city.
Thank you,
Taylor Daiello
Minneapolis, MN
55405
Ward 10
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Kevin Chavis
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Minneapolis Budget & Minneapolis Police Department Budget
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:30:21 AM

Good morning,
I am highly invested in Minneapolis as I live at 15 East Franklin Avenue (Ward 10), work in
Ward 6, and co-own a home to house friends and relatives in Ward 4. We are living in
unprecedented times with a simultaneous pandemic, economic depression, and a public safety
crisis. It will be difficult if not impossible for our local government to meet the needs of our
city, and it should be clear that the Minneapolis Police Department is currently an impediment
to a better city. MPD comprises less than 4% Minneapolis residents, and continues to elect
Bob Kroll as their leader. Kroll is an ardent, unashamed Trump supporter, shepherding his
fellow officers to back the Republican president's re-election. With Trump the absolute
antithesis of Minneapolis values, that we accept Kroll being in charge of public safety makes
no sense. MPD needs to hear that we will not allow their racist, xenophobic policing culture to
continue without pushback.
I ask that the city cut the Minneapolis Police Budget by $45 million dollars or more to reallocate these funds to prevent violence. Some may say this is an unreasonable amount and a
scary number. The economic depression is scary as well as police wantonly escalating
violence and killing residents. No amount of dollars can bring back lives or undo the harm and
trauma directly caused by MPD. The city must also balance its budget and what better way to
do so than in a department that refuses to be accountable. How many more abuses and deaths
will the city allow at the hands of MPD without real accountability? We deserve meaningful
cuts in MPD resources and their re-allocation to housing, community oriented public safety,
and actual violence prevention.
Thank you.
~Kevin Chavis
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Signe Dysken
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Minneapolis Budget Comments
Thursday, July 23, 2020 8:56:38 PM

To the Minneapolis City Council:
I am absolutely opposed to defunding the police force. I am even more astonished at the thought that an elected
Council member would advocate for ad hoc armed neighborhood patrols. I understand that this idea was quashed,
but the suggestion makes me think that our City Council is truly going off the rails. We have an unprecedented wave
of shootings in the city. We need trained police to deal with this issue.
Clearly, the police force needs serious reform. Bad cops need to be fired and NOT rehired. However —we also
need our Council to act with good judgement and maturity.
This means reforming the police department with cooperation with Mayor Frey and Police Chief Arradondo. Our
city is in trouble, and our City Council is NOT acting in the interest of most citizens who choose to live in
Minneapolis because we love the city. We are liberal- minded but not crazy. We need City leadership that works
together with citizens and ALL branches of government during this time of crisis.
Sincerely yours,
Signe Dysken
Minneapolis
Sent from my iPhone
Signe Midelfort Dysken
sigmidken@hotmail.com
612-270-5888
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Jason Meister
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Minneapolis Budget Committee Meeting 7/14/20 Public Comments
Tuesday, July 14, 2020 6:49:08 PM

I second Steve Kramer's remarks. Thank you.
Jason Meister
Downtown Minneapolis Resident
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Ethan
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Minneapolis Budget Committee Meeting
Tuesday, July 14, 2020 7:50:10 PM

Hello,
As a member of Ward 11 I am joining the call to move $45 million dollars of funding for the
MPD into community resources that actually address the root causes of violence and poverty.
Stop criminalizing poverty and BIPOC in our community by funding the MPD, an
organization that has failed over and over again to keep our communities safe despite funding
increases and countless reforms that have resulted in the unabated terrorizing of predominantly
black, queer, and trans members of our communities, as well as an assault on people suffering
from poverty, homelessness, and mental illness. They do not need military gear, tear gas,
horses and attack dogs, ALL of which are used to terrorize and dominate the very community
it claims to protect. Simply put, the notion that police keep us safe and that reform works is
not evidence based.
In June the MPLS city council vowed to dismantle the MPD. This is your opportunity to fulfill
your pledge by investing in housing, education, community care, de-escalation and violence
prevention, among many others. Community organizers have provided countless resources in
education and options for what this can look like. I again urge that you divest $45 million
dollars from the Minneapolis Police Department and invest into our communities where it is
so desperately needed instead of a racist, violent, failed organization.
Our communities need and deserve care and investment, not terror.
I look forward to your response. Thank you.
Ethan Coyne
he/him
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- Schmatz
Council Comment
Gordon, Cam A.
[EXTERNAL] Minneapolis Budget
Monday, July 20, 2020 11:59:54 AM

Dear City Council,
I am so sad when I look at what's happening in our city. For so long, there has been little (if any) trust between the
police and the people. That has deteriorated further, and I literally have no one to call for help if I need it.
There is so much we can do if we let the people lead and if we look to new ways to live together and keep each other
safe. So many better places to put our money than into a failed system that centers intimidation, militarization, and
fear. Please support a substantial shift in funding from police to community services so we have the resources to
take care of each other, and model a new approach for other cities.
Thank you,
Leykn Schmatz
Ward 2
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Jordan Sisel
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] MPD Budget Reduction
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:24:35 PM

Hello!
I wanted to send a short message, as a resident of Minneapolis since 2013, for my support of
drastically defunding MPD. This defunding should eventually lead to complete divestment,
but a good start, for this year, would be counted in, at least, the millions of dollars. 50K is not
enough of a reduction of MPD's budget. Reinvest this budget into community resources
(education, housing, mental health, etc). Thanks!
Jordan Sisel
4407086226
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Augusta Fricke
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] MPD budget
Thursday, July 23, 2020 1:45:01 PM

Dear Council,
I am writing to plead that you defund MPD and redirect funds towards housing the homeless
of the city. It is crucial that you commit to a new emergency plan instead of the one that you
are set to move forward with now.
You cannot say that you are a council that represents the people until greater changes are
made.
Sincerely,
Augusta F
(student at Macalester College in St. Paul)
--
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Ahmed Jama
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] Petty political grievances shouldn"t effect our kids
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:10:04 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Jama. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling with
systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to eliminate
after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it
means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a school
district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my children into
the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you and are not
welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will be a victim
of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current executive director
of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But my children
should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have
not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
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Ahmed Jama
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] Petty political grievances shouldn"t effect our kids
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:10:03 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Jama. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling with
systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to eliminate
after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it
means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a school
district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my children into
the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you and are not
welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will be a victim
of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current executive director
of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But my children
should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have
not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
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Amal Wasuge
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] please do not cut Ka joog"s urban 4H funding for somali children
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:45:54 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Amal Wasuge. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already
struggling with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members
attempt to eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H
Program). Your vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be
a successful in a school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully
recycling my children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t
matter to you and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and
their families will be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that
the current executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017
Municipal race. But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not
committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
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Autism Center
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] please do not cut ka joog"s urban 4H funding for somali kids
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:48:42 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Ahmed. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling
with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to
eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your
vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a
school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you
and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will
be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current
executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race.
But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an
ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amal Wasuge
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] please do not cut Ka joog"s urban 4H funding for somali children
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:45:54 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Amal Wasuge. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already
struggling with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members
attempt to eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H
Program). Your vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be
a successful in a school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully
recycling my children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t
matter to you and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and
their families will be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that
the current executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017
Municipal race. But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not
committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hikmat Mohamed
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] please don"t allow our kids to be pawns in your grievances
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:01:05 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Hikmat. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling
with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to
eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your
vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a
school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you
and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will
be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current
executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race.
But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an
ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hikmat Mohamed
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] please don"t allow our kids to be pawns in your grievances
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:01:05 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Hikmat. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling
with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to
eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your
vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a
school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you
and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will
be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current
executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race.
But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an
ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katie Hewett
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Please Make Bigger Cuts to MPD
Friday, July 24, 2020 10:23:23 AM

Hello,
I am a resident of the Longfellow neighborhood of Minneapolis. I know that you are doing the
final budget markup today. I urge you to please make bigger cuts to MPD and use those funds
for housing and healthcare services that our community so desperately needs, always, but
especially during this global pandemic that has left so many of our citizens more vulnerable
than ever to homelessness and lack of healthcare access. The Minneapolis Police Department
receives far too much of our city's funding and does little to actually make our communities
safer. They respond in the aftermath of crime, when what we need are proactive solutions that
work on eradicating the causes of crime and desperation in the first place. Our communities
need this money for social services, not cops.
Thank you,
Katelyn Hewett
Ward 2
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Austin Chavez
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Please reinvest MPD Budget
Thursday, July 23, 2020 12:03:59 PM

As I’ve come to understand, a deadline is approaching for determining MPD budget.
Please choose social services, community organizations, public housing, school funding and countless other
underfunded resources that can provide people with basic necessities and promote preventative crime measures.
I may not be a resident of Minneapolis but I care deeply about this country, please in the light of the situations that
have unfolded recently, take a scary but absolutely necessary step towards truly protecting your citizens.
YOU ALL have the chance to be the leaders in a monumental moment in history. Prove to the world that we can
live safe lives without cops, fund your people so that we all will take care of each other instead of crime and
punishment.
Do the right thing.
Protect Minneapolis, protect the world.
Make us have faith again.
Let. Us. Breathe.
Humbly
Austin Chavez
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ahmed Artan
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] Please Safe Kids After School Programs.
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 3:44:11 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Ahmed Artan. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent,
already struggling with systemic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by
council members attempting to eliminate after school homework help for my
children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that my
children won’t have the resources they need to be successful in a school district
that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my children
into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to
you and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and
their families will be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We
understand that the current executive director of Kajoog challenged Council
Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But my children should not pay the
price for an act that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have not
pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali
community lacks representation on the city council is sending a message to the
community that they are Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they
make up 15% of the cities population, and have presence in every ward - that they
are not worthy of making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve suffered a
genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in refugee camps. The 160
East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our children a
lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of
Minneapolis wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into
the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please
use your privilege and your position of honor to help my children.
-Ahmed Artan
Community Developer
Minnesota, USA
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ahmed Artan
Council Staff; Jenkins, Andrea; Goodman, Lisa R.; Mayor Users; Bender, Lisa; Gordon, Cam A.; Palmisano, Linea;
Schroeder, Jeremy; Cano, Alondra; Johnson, Andrew; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] Please save our after school programs
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:21:53 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Isse Jama. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling with systematic
barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to eliminate after school homework help
for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the
resources they need to be a successful in a school district that is failing black children. It means that you are
willfully recycling my children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to
you and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will be a victim of
a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current executive director of Kajoog
challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But my children should not pay the price for an
act that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks representation on the
city council is sending a message to the community that they are Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That
although they make up 15% of the cities population, and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy
of making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being
caged in refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our children a
lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America enacted a complete ban of their
faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis wants to take away their potential to build capacity
and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your
privilege and your position of honor to help my children.

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

halima ahmed
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] Please save our childrens after school programs
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:15:30 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Halima. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling
with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to
eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your
vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a
school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you
and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will
be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current
executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race.
But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an
ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

amina adam
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] Please save our childrens after school programs
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:29:27 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Amina. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling
with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to
eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your
vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a
school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you
and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will
be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current
executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race.
But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an
ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
Thank You
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

amina adam
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] Please save our childrens after school programs
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:29:27 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Amina. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling
with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to
eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your
vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a
school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you
and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will
be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current
executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race.
But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an
ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
Thank You
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

halima ahmed
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] Please save our childrens after school programs
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:15:30 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Halima. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling
with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to
eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your
vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a
school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you
and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will
be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current
executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race.
But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an
ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Omer Mohamed
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy; Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] Please save our kids after school urban 4H program
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:20:10 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Omer. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to eliminate after
school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a school district that is
failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you and are not welcome in Minneapolis.
It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current executive director of Kajoog challenged Council
Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are Minneapolis’s
unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population, and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve
suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our children a lesson about
Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis wants to take away their potential to
build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of honor to help my children.

Sincerely,
Omer H. Mohamed

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Omer Mohamed
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy; Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] Please save our kids after school urban 4H program
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:20:10 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Omer. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to eliminate after
school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a school district that is
failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you and are not welcome in Minneapolis.
It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current executive director of Kajoog challenged Council
Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are Minneapolis’s
unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population, and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve
suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our children a lesson about
Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis wants to take away their potential to
build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of honor to help my children.

Sincerely,
Omer H. Mohamed

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Artan Ali
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] please save our kids afterschool programs
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:54:54 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Artan. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling
with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to
eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your
vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a
school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you
and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will
be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current
executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race.
But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an
ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Artan Ali
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] please save our kids afterschool programs
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:54:54 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Artan. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling
with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to
eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your
vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a
school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you
and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will
be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current
executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race.
But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an
ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Ackos
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Police Budget and Defunding
Thursday, July 23, 2020 8:00:33 AM

Hi City Council Staff,
I am writing in support of defunding the MPD. We need a vast and rapid reallocation of funds
to house homeless community members in empty homes and hotels around the city, we need
funds directly reallocated to the residents of color and victims of gentrification in gentrifying
neighborhoods, and we need funding for mental health and social welfare programs.
Overpolicing harms our communities. A new health and public safety apparatus, NOT led by
police, with more funds directed to social workers and mental health professionals, needs to
replace the police.
In the mean time, MPD's huge budget can be used for direct transfers to lower income people
during this time of economic crisis. We need to use the great wealth of our city to help
everyone do better, not to criminalize poverty. There is NO justification for our city to have
ANYONE without a home. There is NO justification for POC's with autism, ADD, Bipolar,
etc., ending up in jail or dead rather than with support, medication, and education.
Respond to people struggling with resources and support and direct transfers of funds. Let's
never respond to a mental health crisis or suicide call with armed police ever again.
We can do it. Thank you.
-David Ackos, South Uptown Resident
--

David Lauer Ackos

They/them, He/him
lauer.davvy@gmail.com | +1 612-361-7338
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Berthiaume
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Police Defunding
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:36:02 AM

I am adamantly opposed to the defunding of the Minneapolis Police Department. Neither the Mayor nor
City Council has put forth a fully thought-out plan for replacement and the current situation that has police
standing down to "petty" crimes has clearly led to a rise in crime.
Furthermore, the Mayor and City Council have shown their inability to lead this city through crisis and the
end result is a heavily damaged and visibly less safe city.  
For these reasons, I have no faith in the current leadership to make a sound decision regarding the future
state of our Police Force and don't believe that defunding is in the best interest of the City of Minneapolis.
Failure to deliver a safe living experience for the residents of Minneapolis is a failure of Government's
most basic duty and right now our City Government is failing tremendously.  
Tom Berthiaume
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Amoroso
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Police
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 12:11:04 PM

Please be advised I do not support defunding the police. I totally support restructuring of the current police
department and the immediate removal of the Union President Kroll. He is a large part of the problems we are
experiencing with the police department.
Please make it happen.
Thank you.
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Sarles
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Proposed Emergency Budget
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 4:17:55 PM

Dear Minneapolis City Council,
I would like to add my voice to the vast majority of people who have called on the council to
take more money from MPD’s budget and protect other community resources from major
budget cuts.
You have promised to end the Minneapolis Police Department. While enacting this goal and
developing a new vision of public safety services will take time, some steps we can take right
now in this budget is to support stable housing that would decrease health issues and create
real safety, and to preserve funding for labor protections that would decrease wage theft
crimes against our communities and families. In this pandemic, resources for community
programs—especially housing and healthcare—will keep people safe.
There is still time for the Council to commit to an emergency plan that makes bigger cuts to
MPD and protects the resources our community needs most. Please honor your promises to the
people of Minneapolis.
Thank you,
Jessica Sarles
Ward 6
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ILCM Communications
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Proposed reduction in immigration legal services funding, City of Minneapolis
Friday, July 17, 2020 4:37:43 PM

The Immigrant Law Center of Minnesota (ILCM), Volunteer Lawyers Network (VLN), The
Advocates for Human Rights, and Mid Minnesota Legal Aid (MMLA) write to express our deep
concern regarding the proposed reduction in immigration legal services funding. We find
ourselves at a critical juncture as we advocate for the rights and advancement of the
immigrant and refugee community who are among the Black and brown
communities disproportionately affected by inequities in our legal system and the effects of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Our organizations firmly believe that $100,000 in funding for
immigrant legal services is fundamental to the wellbeing and vitality of the communities we
represent.
ILCM, VLN, and AHR currently receive funding from the city and work collaboratively and
efficiently to maximize the impact of our city funding and serve city residents. We provide
advice, outreach, and representation to immigrant and refugee families throughout the cities
and play a critical role in ensuring that new American families are able to secure immigration
status to stabilize their lives and those of their families.   Nevertheless, the need is greater
than our capacity.  Awarding $25,000 to Mid Minnesota Legal Aid—which already collaborates
with ILCM, VLN, ad AHR to serve immigrants and refugees in other communities—is essential
to increasing access to legal services and immigration status.
Funding from the Office of Immigrant and Refugee Affairs has been successful in helping
Minneapolis residents to thrive in our community. The funds allow families to stay together
and individuals to stay in this country and continue contributing to our communities.
Our success stories include a Minneapolis refugee who had erroneously been considered a
U.S. citizen and faced deportation. With legal representation, he was allowed to keep his
Green Card and stay with his family in the United States. We have
also assisted immigrant Minneapolitans who are marginalized here and would be marginalized
and possibly persecuted in their native lands because they have been trafficked, have suffered
domestic violence, or are transgender. Full funding for immigrant legal services is critical to
supporting these Minneapolis residents. There is no public defender system in immigration,
so these funds provide critical access to justice in life-or-death immigration proceedings.
The Twin Cities metro area is home to 401,628 immigrant residents, who
pay $3.8 billion in federal, state, and local taxes annually. Immigrant workers, and especially
undocumented immigrants, are more likely to work in the critical infrastructure positions that
have been essential to keeping our economy and country afloat during challenging times.
Immigrant healthcare providers, sanitation workers, and immigrants in a myriad of
positions have consistently endangered their wellbeing for the greater good of our state.

Furthermore, the immigrant population has been disproportionately hurt by the economic
recession, which contributes even more to the inaccessibility of expensive private immigration
consultation. An investment in immigrant legal services is an acknowledgment of the key
contributions and unique challenges of the immigrant community in Minnesota.
Respectfully submitted,
Veena Iyer, Immigrant Law Center of Minnesota
Robin Phillips, The Advocates for Human Rights
Drew Schaffer, Mid-Minnesota Legal Aid
Tom Walsh, Volunteer Lawyers Network

Immigrant Law Center of Minnesota
450 North Syndicate Street, Suite 200
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55104
651-641-1011
www.ilcm.org
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To:
Cc:
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Mike Curran
Council Comment
Frey, Jacob
[EXTERNAL] Public comment for amended budget
Monday, July 20, 2020 9:29:30 AM

Hi Minneapolis City Council,
As a resident of Ward 2, I want to voice my full support for CM Cano's $500K reallocation of MPD's budget to community safety groups, and CM Cunningham's
amendment to move $1.1M to the Office of Violence Prevention.
While I believe that more substantial reallocations are absolutely necessary—including an immediate $45M divestment from MPD's budget to support
affordable housing—I think that these proposals are two good first steps towards reimagining public safety in Minneapolis.
Thank you for your time,
Michael Curran
3121 E 25th St., Apt. 1
Minneapolis, MN 55406
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Luke Hampton
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Public Comment for July 22 Meeting
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:46:29 AM

Hello MPLS City Council,
My name is Luke Hampton, I live in Ward 7. I urge you to take $45 million away from
the MPD in the 2020 budget amendment. I was there at Powderhorn when 9 of you promised
to dismantle MPD. Following that, you unanimously restated your intention to do so and you
proposed the change to the city charter. Thank you. For the first time, I felt like elected
officials were finally listening to the overwhelming voice of the people. And now we need you
to keep your promise. You have the chance to do something historic, and it must start now. If
you don't take $45 million from the city budget amendment now, it will mean that your words
were hollow, that you are waiting for us to leave the streets and stop paying attention. But this
will not happen. We will not forget our outrage, we will not forget your promise, and we will
not stop protesting in the streets until there is not a single police officer in this city. Please
listen to what the people continue to say or you will be remembered and voted out for your
false promises and cowardice.
Thank you,
Luke Hampton
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Sarah Brown
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Public comment on budget
Friday, July 24, 2020 11:45:40 AM

Hi! I’m writing to ask that the council please (!!!) votes in favor of significantly reducing the
budget for the Minneapolis Police Department and move that funding into social supports and
community resources. Those are the services we really need - NOT violent police who make
our communities fear for their lives.
Sincerely,
Sarah Brown (55428)
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Nick Tiso
Council Comment; lisa.bender@minneapolismn.go
[EXTERNAL] Public comment on the special 2020 budget
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:02:16 PM

Dear Minneapolis Council Members,
While $605K is a good start for divesting from the bloated MPD budget, we need the rest of
the council to step up and support bigger reallocations of funds to the immediate violence
prevention and structural changes our communities demand.
As a resident of East Lowry Hill in Ward 10 since 2012, I urge you to support Council
Member Cano's and Council Member Cunningham’s proposed budget amendments, which
would move $500K into community groups doing on-the-ground safety work as well as
provide $1.1M into a violence interrupters program through the Office of Violence Prevention,
respectively.
The issue is not a lack of resources; it's the mis-prioritization of them.
Sincerely,
Nick Tiso
949-322-1623
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Olivia Boone
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Public comment on the special 2020 budget
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 3:26:14 PM

Dear Minneapolis Council Members,
While $605K is a good start for divesting from the bloated MPD budget, we need the rest of the council to step up and support bigger reallocations of funds to the immediate violence prevention
and structural changes our communities demand.
As a resident of East Lowry Hill in Ward 10 since 2012, I urge you to support Council Member Cano's and Council Member Cunningham’s proposed budget amendments, which would move
$500K into community groups doing on-the-ground safety work as well as provide $1.1M into a violence interrupters program through the Office of Violence Prevention, respectively.
The issue is not a lack of resources; it's the mis-prioritization of them.
Sincerely,
Olivia Boone | 714.454.4109
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K Peters
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Public Comments: City Budget
Friday, July 17, 2020 9:28:55 AM

I have lived in Minneapolis for 20 years. I LOVE this city.
First, let me say that the residents of Minneapolis are intelligent critical thinkers, we take pride in our educational
opportunities and achievements, and we love the fact that we consistently have one of the highest voter turnouts in
the country. We also have a REAL segregation and racism problem - which continues to come to light with these
budget discussions.
To be Antiracist is to fight racist policies like reducing funding for affordable housing, transition out of
homelessness, mental health and healthcare. To be racist is to build "affordable housing" that moves folks in our
community further to the margins. The poorest people in our city have been neglected for WAY TOO LONG.
Gentrification and negative environmental impacts are forms of racism and violence against the members of our
community. Have they not suffered enough?!
Definition of progressive: "A social or political movement that aims to represent the interests of ordinary people
through political change and the support of government actions." We are one of the most progressive states in the
Union. Let's act like it. The people have spoken. And marched. And protested. For days and days and days and
days.The Uprising continues... DO NOT be on the wrong side of history; you already have so much blood on your
hands. Shady politics, social climbing, and inept leadership within local government will not continue in this city.
The protests, marches, and persistent calls for accountability will make that so. If they don't, you will lose your jobs.
It's that simple.
Therefore I would like to voice my support in immediately removing $45 million from the MPD budget to create:
-$2 million to fund a new structure for 911 triage calls
-$3 million for emergency housing/services for our unhoused neighbors for the winter
-$20 million for COPE/mental health support/health insurance coverage/therapy/harm reduction &
education/violence prevention
-$20 million for building ACTUAL affordable housing (while intentionally respecting wishes of our Native
neighbors and other POC who prefer living in community rather than individually)
Housing
The minimum wage in Minneapolis (as of 7/1/20) is $11.75-$13.75 per hour/$470.00-$530.00 per week/$24,440$27,560 per year.
Total rent (not to exceed 1/3 of income) = $675 - $765 per month. THAT IS AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
The language around "affordable housing" is disingenuous and deeply offensive. Don't fucking pander with that
bullshit.
MPD
I have been disgusted by the MPD for many years. There are multiple reasons to feel this way, mainly because they
don't live here (more than 90%) and they don't care about our community. We see that when they flip on their lights
and sirens and rip through stop lights. We see it when they leave 1,700 rape kits untested. And we see it when they
murder Black men in broad daylight. There is absolutely no reason for 2 MPD SUVs and 4 armed officers in
bulletproof vests to show up for wellness checks, it happens in my neighborhood all the time. There is also
absolutely no reason to fund them the way we do. The violence has surged and they don't care. Let's be honest: they
are not even responding to some calls at this point - they have contempt for our community, and specifically for
Black and Brown people in our community. We know Bob Kroll is a racist, the system is racist, the structure is
racist, and they continue doing so much harm to the people in our community.
Mr. Mayor, I do not know how you will honestly look at your children and tell them that you thought your political
career and your relationships with greedy, slippery capitalists who do not care about actual human suffering, were
more important that the lives - the actual Black and Brown bodies - who live in terror every day of their lives in this
city.

On what planet would any rational thinker come to the conclusion that 40+ days of historic activism and
protest, that hasn't been seen since the Civil Rights movement, means "yeah. let's just keep going the way
we've been going..." ARE YOU KIDDING ME??? The indifference makes me fucking furious! And don't even
get me started on the City Council...
Now is the time. Prove us all wrong that any of you actually deserved our votes. Listen to the people. Do your job.
Have the fucking courage to DO. WHAT. IS. RIGHT. We do not have one more day to waste. "I'm no longer
accepting the things I cannot change...I'm changing the things I cannot accept." ~Angela Davis

-K Peters

Loring Park

"Never separate the life you live from the words you speak." ~ Senator Paul Wellstone
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korynn newville
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Public housing
Friday, July 24, 2020 10:46:36 AM

Hello,
In the emergency plan there should be a cut for public housing. As a result of MPHA has sold
off 700 of their public housing, we are in a housing crisis more than ever. Once when the
funding is completed with public housing, a policy change needs to be in order to not only
make landlords have a percentage of units as affordable housing, but they also need a
percentage of their units as public housing. Secondly, there needs to be a percentage of public
housing on every block with the new plan of 2040. These are crucial times.
If you want change, and hate to even look at what the effects of not doing something about it
(Powderhorn), then this is an example of actions that must be taken.
Stay safe and thank you for your time and consideration.
Thank you,
Korynn Newville
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To:
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Phillip Otterness
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Public testimony for today"s Budget Hearing
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:17:36 PM

We at 3152 23rd Ave S units #1 and #2 urge the council to follow through with promises for
large-scale investments into alternative public safety and violence prevention measures.
Specifically, we urge the council to pass the budget amendments proposed by CM Cano and
CM Cunningham moving $500K and $1.1M into such programs. Furthermore, we support the
call for a $45M divestment from the MPD in order to fund these initiatives. While
acknowledging the debate over timelines and strategies, we ask that council members
prioritize bold experimentation over caution. Opportunities to fine-tune will be ongoing. It
would be a tragedy on top of a tragedy to waste the political momentum that exists in our
community in this moment.
Phillip Otterness
Jeff Schraw
Ian Crawford
Corrine Bruning
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davee
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] RE: Budget Markup Today
Friday, July 24, 2020 8:54:06 AM

Hi there,
As a Minneapolis resident (Ward 4), just wanted to reach out to encourage City Council to
make good on their promise on defunding the MPD. As I've watched many folks be yet again
displaced from their "homes" in Powderhorn Park, I think about all the $$ that goes to MPD
that could be allocated to community resources - like housing. Even just a fraction of the
MPD's budget could help put these folks in some type of housing to set them up for success
and keep them safe.
I urge you to please make bigger cuts to MPD -- a service that, as a community, we
collectively feel like is not working in our favor or for our protection any longer. Please put
the money where it is needed, back into the community - to build a better, safer place for all.
Thanks for your time.
--

Best,
Davee Ek
Mobile | 651.325.5738
Email | sodavyek@gmail.com
Instagram | @youngbrokefabulous
Blog | www.daveesecrets.com
Twitter | @ilovedavee
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DOUGLAS JONES
bearx006 University of Minnesota; Council Comment; Cano, Alondra; Reich, Kevin A.; Gordon, Cam A.; Jordan,
Sydney - Representative; Dziedzic, Kari - Senator; Kesti, Dylan; Warsame, Abdi; Jenkins, Andrea; Johnson,
Andrew; cecil@cornerstonepp.com; irene.fernando@hennepin.us; Frey, Jacob; john.quincy@minneapolismn.gov;
Goodman, Lisa R.; Bender, Lisa; Palmisano, Linea; marty.mcdonough@mmha.com;
nichol.beckstrand@mmha.com; Cunningham, Phillipe M; todd.liljenquist@mmha.com
[EXTERNAL] Re: Dumbest idea ever: Defund the police
Friday, July 24, 2020 10:56:26 AM

Hi Richard
Thanks for your comments and for sharing your thoughts. I disagree. First, I am a
non-resident to Minneapolis, but own residential and commercial real estate in the
city.
We should make changes in the police force in my opinion.
I believe the union decides who gets outside work. No overtime or outside work for
officers that have behavior complaints until they are resolved in the officer's favor. If
they have a negative report they will need to have training on how to respond in these
difficult situations at Union's expense or officer's expense before being allowed to get
overtime or private-duty work. Require that a full notice of the complaint be attached
to their state license.
I do not believe the City can take these steps under the current agreement.
This list is not a full list of reforms I think the city should make by any means. I think
these steps would get the officers full attention.
Doug
Douglas K. Jones
On 07/24/2020 8:16 AM bearx006 University of Minnesota
<bearx006@umn.edu> wrote:
Lack of confidence? Lack of confidence? The city council creates a lack of
confidence every time you come up with one of these hairbrained ideas. What
business or home owner will be more confident knowing there are less police on
the street. We saw what happens when you have less police: destruction on lake
street. The mayor and the council allowed the criminals to take over and now it
seems you are supporting them. Lack of trust? Lack of trust? Many residents do
not trust the council to do anything right. Jane Kirtly said it best: short sighted
secrecy. That describes The council now. Please,Please,Please add 12 more
officers to the force and get rid of the bad ones. That brings out another truth is
that the Council has never had the courage to stand up to any union in the city
because the unions work on thier campaigns.
Richard Bear
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Ben Braaten
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Re: July 22nd Budget Meeting Comment
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 11:03:26 AM

Dear Minneapolis City Council,
Recently, while mowing my yard, neighborhood kids approached me and asked if I wanted to
buy a bracelet with scripture verses. As I was talking to them we heard a loud noise and a car
accelerating. "He just shot that gun!," one of the grade school children exclaimed as I turned
around to see a young man walking down the street our way holding a handgun. I rushed the
children into my home and then escorted them home.
The Officer who arrived moments later was respectful to all the neighbors no matter their
race, age or sex as he gathered descriptions and the casings. My Northside community is
diverse and we all see the crimes committed outside our windows and many of us fearful of
our communities future.
In the past few months we've had not only this incident, but another person fired down the
street in front of our house waking my wife up who looked out the window to see someone
pulling and additional weapon out to return fire, but who fled instead. Recently, I also came
back from a run to find a car crashed into our neighbors yard following a high speed police
chase and officer politely searching our yards with their K9's.
Please do not remove funding from the Minneapolis Police Department and reject Cano's and
Cunningham's amendments. Secondly, the city council should advise what they want to be cut
from the MPD budget so that we know what as a community is being removed.
Regards,
Benjamin Braaten
Willard Hay/Ward 5
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To:
Cc:
Subject:
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Marina Balleria
Council Comment
Johnson, Andrew
[EXTERNAL] Reduce MPD budget in FY2020
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 6:35:25 PM

Good afternoon,
I understand that the city is in a difficult budget situation, but the current proposal
offers meager cuts when our city needs to boldly redirect funds to address the
pandemic. The Mayor's budget uses cash reserves to prop up downtown
investments, reduces funds for affordable housing, while our well-funded police
department is spared.
I support CM Cano, Gordan and Cunningham redirecting funds from the police to
programs that keep our city safe. I urge you to propose even deeper cuts. Our city
has urgent needs. We must shelter for the unhoused during a global pandemic, rather
than raze tents in parks. We should fund anti-violence interventions such as summer
job programs, which have been shown to decrease youth violence by 50%
(Brookings, 2017). Our police budget is bloated and the current proposed cuts are not
even 1% of their overall budget.
Best,
Marina Balleria
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Becca Tripp
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Revise the 2020 Budget
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:24:07 AM

Good morning,
I am writing to implore the council to revise the 2020 budget. These revisions
include more funding towards building violence prevention programs and to
make urgent changes in the budget structure that do not include investing more
money in the MPD.
No matter the color of our skin or where we come from, we all deserve to live in
a community where we feel safe and where our lives are valued. We deserve to
live peaceful, happy, healthy lives in spaces where communities of color are not
targeted, harassed, brutalized, and murdered by the people who are supposed
to protect us. Despite well-intentioned reforms and huge investments towards
staffing and training, MPD has shown us time and again through their violent
acts against communities and people of color that this money is going to
waste. The continued violent acts of the MPD show that we can no longer invest in
them to keep the people of Minneapolis safe.
The time to act and make a change is now. This starts with investing in the
community and in violence prevention programs.
Please support a revision of the 2020 Minneapolis budget. Our communities
deserve to feel protected and supported.
- Becca Tripp
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Rebecca Walker
Council Comment; Erazmus, Kristina
[EXTERNAL] Revised 202 Minneapolis City Budget
Monday, July 20, 2020 10:35:45 AM

To all the City Council Members and specifically to my councillor, President Lisa Bender,
I am writing to voice my strong support for the budget amendments proposed by Council
Members Cano and Cunningham and to demand that this body push further. Moving 600k
from MPD's budget is a start but pales in comparison to the pledge made by 9 members of this
body to DEFUND MPD. There is so much more room to cut from the budget of an agency
that has demonstrated itself to be both ineffective at preventing crime and horrifically
effective at perpetuating systematic racial and social injustice and terrorizing our city.
Do not continue to waste our city's money on an organization that fails to keep our neighbors
safe.
I am urging you to immediately move 45 million from MPD's budget. Above all, this MUST
go toward providing safe and dignified housing for our city's unhoused neighbors. The City
Council's complete failure to address the needs of our unhoused neighbors represents a
startling and criminal lack of humanity. Providing the resources needed to ensure the
safety of our most vulnerable residents is your most important job. Homes for all, NOW.
In addition, funding should be moved in increasing affordable housing access, small business
assistance in response to the pandemic and economic crisis, increased healthcare access and
social services, and long-term investments in our schools, youth, and communities. Crime is
prevented by making investments in communities, not in cops.  
Show us that your priorities are in the right place. Put this money where it is most desperately
needed.  
Thank you.
Rebecca Walker
Ward 10
--

Rebecca H. Walker
--

PhD Student | Keeler Lab
Humphrey School of Public Affairs | University of Minnesota
NSF Graduate Research Fellow

pronouns: she/her/hers
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To:
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Sarah Lentz
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Revised 2020 Budget
Monday, July 20, 2020 10:51:38 AM

I am writing to call on the support of the Minneapolis City Council to keep their word about
divesting from the Minneapolis police. The murder of George Floyd reminds us all that we
need to do better for our communities. We can do better for communities by providing homes
for everyone, protecting our workers from exploitative employers, and holding the police
accountable. The City Council needs to call for the defunding of duplicate police departments
and resources that train police in tactics to scare and harm the community.
I support Council Member Cano in the proposed amendment of investing $500,000 into the
communities that are already working very hard to keep each other safe. Let's provide
resources that we people need to grow and build healthy lives for their children and
communities.
I support Council Member Cunningham's proposed amendment to move 1.1 million dollars
into a violence interrupter program. Let us imagine a world without violence and processes of
restorative accountability.
The 45 million dollars that funds the MPD should go towards protecting our city from
harmful acts of violence. During the time of COVID-19 and police violence, we must continue
building sustainable resources that people can rely on to feel safe and supported by their
governments.
Thank you.
-Sarah Rose Lentz
She/Hers/Her
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Cc:
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Kari Rueckert
Council Comment
Palmisano, Linea
[EXTERNAL] Revised 2020 Budget
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:22:12 AM

Hello,
My name is Kari Rueckert and I live in Ward 13. I support defunding the MPD by
reducing $45 million from their budget. This money can be used in other ways, one is
providing affordable housing to Minneapolis residents. A couple days ago the Park Police and
MPD forced people experiencing homelessness out of their tents at Powderhorn Park and
destroyed many of their belongings. This act is unacceptable. There are apartments and hotels
vacant that can be used as stable housing while residents get on their feet, especially during a
pandemic.
There are programs within our communities to be invested in that support our youth. One
example is Courageous HeARTs who offer creative space and supplies for the youth in
Minneapolis. Programs like CH invest in the lives of youth and don't fuel the school to prison
pipeline. The police may no longer be present at MPS, but they are still
patrolling neighborhoods and targeting youth.
Another example would be accessible and affordable mental health services. Communities'
rapid exposure to violence due to systems (employment, stable housing, generational wealth)
designed to benefit a few people and not everyone, creates lasting trauma. Mental health
services created to provide a pathway towards restoration and healing in communities
impacted by violence is necessary.
Divest from the MPD and invest in our communities.
Thank you,
Kari
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Ellen Anderson-benge
Council Comment; Bender, Lisa
[EXTERNAL] Revised 2020 City Budget
Tuesday, July 14, 2020 7:25:17 PM

Hello,
My name is Ellen, and I'm a Minneapolis resident living in Ward 10. Thank you for holding
the public budget hearing this evening. I would like to echo what many others are calling for
and urge you to cut $45 million from the Minneapolis Police Department's budget. I was really
disappointed to learn what Mayor Frey prioritized in his proposed revised budget. In the midst
of this global pandemic, I want to see Minneapolis fund initiatives that will actually keep
residents safe, such as providing housing for our neighbors who are currently living in park
sanctuaries.
A month ago, we watched nine members of the Minneapolis City Council pledge to dismantle
the MPD, and I really hope the City Council will show that they remain committed to that with
this revised budget.
Thank you,
Ellen
-Ellen Anderson-benge
ellen.abenge@gmail.com
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Dylan Adams
Council Comment; Bender, Lisa
[EXTERNAL] Revised 2020 City Budget
Wednesday, July 15, 2020 9:12:17 PM

Hello,
My name is Dylan Adams, and I'm a resident of Minneapolis Ward 10.
With the ongoing pandemic drastically affecting nearly every aspect of our lives, I understand
that the City of Minneapolis must revise its annual budget.
Mayor Jacob Frey has proposed a new budget that makes across-the-board cuts to essential
services while only suggesting removing $50,000 from the police department. I think that it is
totally unacceptable to remove funding from vital areas such housing support, social services,
public works, and others right when we need all the help we can get in our community.
Only a few weeks ago, the City Council public and ambitiously committed to drastically
changing the current structure of the police department and move toward an agency focused
on public health and public safety. Accepting the Mayor's budget would abdicate from the
commitment.
I respectfully ask that the City Council vote to revise the budget but do the utmost it can to
reduce cuts to needed services for the most vulnerable people in Minneapolis. Additionally, I
ask that you listen to organizations such as Reclaim the Block and Black Visions Collective,
which have suggested a reduction in funding to the police department of $45 million. Such a
move would show the Council's willingness to enact meaningful change, and it would also
free up funds for much more important areas.
Thank you,
Dylan
-Dylan B. Adams
dylanbadams33@gmail.com
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Dear Council Members,
I write to you today to share my thoughts on how to best revise the 2020 City Budget.
I'm an organizer of the Sex Worker's Outreach Project-Minneapolis. We work to
advance the human rights of sex workers and people in the sex trades. The
criminalization of commercial sex means that our community is, unfortunately,
intimately familiar with the violence and damage caused by police and specifically
MPD. MPD’s Community Response Team (CeRT) has a history of receiving sex acts
from and entrapping massage parlor workers and other sex workers. How much
money does the MPD annually allocate to decoy ads intended to entrap potential sex
buyers? The money that Minneapolis has spent spying on, harassing, arresting,
assaulting, and prosecuting people engaged in or suspected of participating in sex
work--and paying restitution to victims when police officers repeatedly cross the line-could have been spent on better things. Our most vulnerable community members
need, and have repeatedly asked for, stable housing, comprehensive and culturally
competent health care, the ability to work collectively and safely, access to other
economic opportunities so they can exit sex work if and when they chose to, and a
feeling of belonging and respect in their broader communities. As long as MPD
continues to be prioritized in our city budget, our community will continue to bear the
cost. We ask you to take $45 million dollars from MPD’s budget and reallocate it to
address the urgent, basic needs precipitated by our current health and economic crisis.
We believe that Minneapolis can show the nation how to create a safe community for
all.
Thank you for your consideration.
Jayne Swift
-Dr. Jayne Swift
(she/her)

Web: https://www.drjayneswift.com

Organizer, Sex Worker's Outreach Project- Minneapolis (Facebook: @swopmpls)
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Melissa Albaugh Garcia
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Hello,
My name is Melissa Albaugh Garcia and I live in Ward 9. I am commenting today to speak on
the revised budget hearing.
I demand a 45 million dollar cut from MPD's budget. Our city's budget has shown where our
values are, and that is with the police. I wonder what would happen to our rates of crime and
perceived need of police if our community members were housed, had access to food, to
culturally responsive and reflective mental health services, harm reduction substance abuse
services, and to infant and maternal mental health care. All of these things could be accessible
if the MPD's budget was cut. It saddens and angers me to see so much money poured into a
system that harms and murders our Black and Brown neighbors. How can we morally and
consciously continue to support financially a system that is based on White Supremacy? How
can we morally and consciously continue to support a system that has shown time and time
again that they not only do not protect and serve Black and Brown folks, but that they illicit
harm and sometimes murder them. It was mind blowing to see the amount of gear that the
MPD was equipped with during the protests. Especially right now, in a pandemic, when so
many are struggling to meet basic needs and are facing evictions yet the cops appeared to have
endless supplies of tear gas and rubber bullets. Let's start to put our money where we say our
values are.
Thank you.
Thank you!
-Melissa Albaugh Garcia, MA, LAMFT
Licensed Associate Marriage and Family Therapist
Phone: 612.707.0503
Pronouns: She/Her
If this is an emergency or you need immediate support, please call 911 or call one of the
following crisis lines:
Hennepin County: 612-596-1223
Dakota County: 952-891-7171

Ramsey County: 651-266-7900
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Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Abdi Mohamed. As a Minneapolis resident and small business
owner, who is already struggling with systemic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and
traumatized by council members attempt to eliminate after school homework help
for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that my
children won’t have the resources they need to be successful in a school district
that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my children
into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to
you and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and
their families will be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We
understand that the current executive director of Kajoog challenged Council
Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But my children should not pay the
price for an act that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have not
pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali
community lacks representation on the city council is sending a message to the
community that they are Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they
make up 15% of the cities population, and have presence in every ward - that they
are not worthy of making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve suffered a
genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in refugee camps. The 160
East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our children a
lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of
Minneapolis wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into
the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please
use your privilege and your position of honor to help my children.
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Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Warda. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling with
systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to eliminate after school
homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that my children
won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a school district that is failing black children. It
means that you are willfully recycling my children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali
Community doesn’t matter to you and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children
and their families will be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the
current executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But my
children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have
not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks representation
on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are Minneapolis’s unwanted step
child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population, and have presence in every ward - that
they are not worthy of making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have
faced the humiliation being caged in refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote.
We intend to teach our children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s
America enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis wants
to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the
funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of honor to help my children.
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WARDA YUSUF
Mayor Users; Council Staff; Goodman, Lisa R.; Jenkins, Andrea; Cano, Alondra; Bender, Lisa; Schroeder, Jeremy;
Johnson, Andrew; Palmisano, Linea; Gordon, Cam A.; Fletcher, Steve; Reich, Kevin A.; Cunningham, Phillipe M;
Ellison, Jeremiah
[EXTERNAL] save our children"s kajoog urban 4H program
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:32:10 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Warda. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling with
systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to eliminate after school
homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that my children
won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a school district that is failing black children. It
means that you are willfully recycling my children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali
Community doesn’t matter to you and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children
and their families will be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the
current executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But my
children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an ambition that they have
not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks representation
on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are Minneapolis’s unwanted step
child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population, and have presence in every ward - that
they are not worthy of making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have
faced the humiliation being caged in refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote.
We intend to teach our children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s
America enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis wants
to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the
funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of honor to help my children.
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[EXTERNAL] save our kids 4H program
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:18:46 PM

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Faduma As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling
with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to
eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your
vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources they need to be a successful in a
school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling my
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you
and are not welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will
be a victim of a council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current
executive director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race.
But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an
ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks
representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are
Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the cities population,
and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic
partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in
refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our
children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America
enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis
wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge
you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of
honor to help my children.
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Chelsea Forbrook -9 Epic Journeys
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] Shift Budget Priorities
Monday, July 20, 2020 10:49:09 AM

I support the movement to Defund the Police. I am sick of my tax dollars going toward a dangerous and
immoral police force and criminal justice system. I support shifting funds to preventative programs that
reduce crime, such as affordable housing, health care for all, free addiction and mental health treatment for
all, fully funding our public schools, and trauma informed trainings for all public workers such as teachers,
social workers, first responders.
I am a resident of Ward 8, and I believe "we all do better when we all do better."
Let's put our dollars into programs of compassion!

--

Chelsea Forbrook

Spiritual Director and Enneagram Educator
she/her/hers
763-639-7255
www.chelseaforbrook.com
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hannah jensen
Council Comment
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Hello,
I urge the City Council to support bigger reallocations of funds to the immediate violence
prevention and structural changes our communities so desperately need.
Please support:
CM Cano's and CM Cunningham's proposed amendments.
$45 million divestment from MPD Protections to help support workers
Major investments in affordable housing. Everyone needs a home!
It is time to stop funding systemic racism - and truly invest in the residents of Minneapolis
who have been perpetually pushed down and to the side. We can do so much better. We must.
Thank you,
Hannah Jensen
Ward 4 resident
612-242-7755
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Abby Frank Taylor
Council Comment
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Hello,
I wanted to email my statement, since I was speaking quickly. Thank you for your time.
Abby Frank Taylor
Ward 10
_________
Hello Mayor Frey and Council members,
My name is Abby Frank Taylor,I am a resident of Ward 10. I am calling in today to voice my
concern with the revised city budget and to voice my support for the proposals Reclaim the
Block and Black Visions Collective have put forward. As a citizen of Minneapolis, I want a
city budget that reflects my values of community care and support. This current budget
proposal does not.
One month ago, 9 members of the city council stood before us and pledged to dismantle
the MPD. In this current budget, we see only $50k cut out of $193 million budget. There is
room in the police budget to make significant cuts right now while still being thoughtful
about safety.
These cuts are URGENT not only to keep your word as city councilmembers, but also to be
able to support community members who are struggling with the weight of this pandemic.
The current budget makes cuts to city employees and initiatives that support tenants and
affordable housing. We have hundreds of people experiencing homelessness living in our
parks right now that we as a city have failed to protect and support. By reallocating money
from the police to go towards these services, you could do immediate good.
Budgets tell a story, and this current revised budget is telling the citizens of Minneapolis
that funding police terror is more important than ensuring the safety and security of its
citizens. It is continuing to invest in punishment instead of community care and providing
infrastructure that would allow our neighbors to find solid ground.
I understand that the strain the city budget is under is unlike any we’ve seen before. But the
strain on our community members is more important to focus on, and there is space in this
city budget to strengthen programs that offer relief and support while cutting back on one
that poses an immediate and violent threat, the MPD. The current draft of the budget does
not reflect the values that people took to the street advocating for.
We do not have time to wait another year to make significant cuts to MPD’s budget. We can

not continue to leave our neighbors unsheltered, unemployed, and unprotected. There is
space in this budget to act now. You made a promise, now it’s time to keep it.
Thank you for your time.

-Abby Frank Taylor
Pronouns: she/her/hers

Program & Events Specialist, The Loft Literary Center | Minneapolis, MN
Certified Stott Pilates Instructor
abigail-taylor.com
Creative Professional | Performer | Instructor
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Anna Kottkamp
Council Comment; Gordon, Cam A.
[EXTERNAL] Support CM Cano & Cunningham"s Budget Amendments
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Hello,
As a teacher and a resident of Minneapolis, I am passionate about peace and safety
that works for all people of Minneapolis, especially our residents of color.
Therefore, I ask that you support CM Cano and CM Cunningham's proposed
amendments to the budget, including redirecting funds from MPD towards community
groups and to funding a violence interrupters program. I also ask for an immediate
$45 million divestment from MPD Protections for workers, which would prohibit further
wage freezes, furloughs or firings. Finally, to promote safety and stability in our
communities, I ask that the budget include deep investments in affordable housing
instead of cuts.
My students are the future of Minneapolis, and their lives depend on it.
Thank you for your time.
-Anna Kottkamp
Kitty Anderson Youth Science Center
Science Museum of Minnesota
pronouns: she/her
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Alison Nowak
Council Comment
Schroeder, Jeremy; Frey, Jacob
[EXTERNAL] Technical difficulties on budget call
Tuesday, July 14, 2020 8:36:19 PM

Hello,
I am not clear why, but I was unable to be heard on the call tonight about the budget, despite
pressing *6 when my number (2824) was called.
My comments I intended to make are as follows:
My name is Alison Nowak, I live in Ward 11 and also work in South Minneapolis. I am here to
advocate for cutting funding to the police and to keep budget items intact that alleviate
poverty and improve the health of our most vulnerable residents. Housing is especially critical
at this moment!
Three years ago, I worked downtown as a restaurant host. One night, around midnight I was
walking alone to my car when I saw two guys standing together. It looked like they were
talking at first, and then one guy punched the other, took his wallet and ran.
For a moment I thought about calling the police (as I was socialized to do), but I knew I
couldn’t. I was worried what might happen to other Black people who were out that night if I
gave the description of a black man who mugged someone. I was also worried about the man
who got punched. Would the police help him or would they perceive him as a threat and hurt
him or put him in jail? This was over 3 years ago and I still think about that night, the man that
was punched, bleeding from his face and how I felt like I had no good choices to help.
Three years later I still cannot call the police in good conscience. I do not want my tax dollars
to go to the police who hold the citizens of Minneapolis in contempt and have no wish to
protect them. At the point of the George Floyd protests where police were injuring protest
medics and journalists and turning a blind eye to white supremacists who were running their
cars into protestors, any small sliver of hope I had that the department could be salvaged
died.
Crime is up in the city, and people commit crimes because their needs are not met.
We have a choice, to be the kind of city that helps lift people up and gives them access to the
basics needed for survival or to be the kind of city that uses police to keep people who are
struggling out of sight, no matter the cost.
In this difficult time, we need to dream bigger and think differently than before.
I believe that prioritizing funding of affordable housing, restorative justice work, and public

health initiatives will do much more for all of our safety. Thank you for listening.   
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Grace Berke
Council Comment
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Good Morning, Council. My name is Grace Berke. I want to thank you for your
amendments so far.
I live in Ward 6, which I'd like to note is currently unrepresented on the city council. I
also work at the Powderhorn Park neighborhood association, and my comments
today are informed by my experience living and serving community in South
Minneapolis. Powderhorn, as you know has been the center of much of the trauma in
our city over the last several months and as well as some pivotal moments of
community building and transformation. In fact, nine of you chose Powderhorn Park
as the stage where you announced your intent to cut ties with the Minneapolis Police
department. For several weeks after that announcement, hundreds of unsheltered
constituents found themselves living in Powderhorn Park. This weekend, many of
those constituents were forcefully removed for their homes for the second time since
your announcement to cut ties with MPD. I do not believe that the budget before you
is a budget our community members can live with this year. Significant cuts to
essential housing programs at a time when our city is suffering and affordable
housing and homelessness crisis is not a reflection of a healthy community nor one
that is prepared to cut ties with the Minneapolis Police department. I urge you not to
pass the budget revisions as they currently stand, and I beg you to be more critical
about what our community can and can't live without in the next five months. Have
you, as a council, confidently determined where the priorities are? Are you confident
that this revised budget, particularly the MPD budget, aren't spending taxpayer money
on ineffective programs and services? I am not confident in that and I do not believe
this budget reflects the values you as a city council have proclaimed to hold for our
city.
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angela olson
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] There is still time to protect our community!
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I am writing as a very concerned citizen of minneapolis,
Seeing as the final city council budget markup is scheduled for this friday, 7/24, that means
there is STILL TIME to create an emergency plan which makes bigger cuts to MPD and
protects the resources our community needs most.
currently, community organizers are feeding, attempting to house, and keeping ourselves and
our neighbors safe using our own venmo and paypal accounts. the city's failure to respond has
put myself, my friends, and my neighbors at risk. housing and healthcare are essential
resources that our community needs, and it is the city's responsibility to provide them. divert
more funding from MPD and bolster up these community needs. citizens have proven that we
support divestment from MPD, please uphold your promise to do so.
the city council must keep their word and end MPD. several weeks ago, i sat in powderhorn
park, the very place that folks were arrested at, kicked out of, and watched their only
belongings be destroyed by police, and heard the passion and conviction with which many
council members spoke about ending the police. was this just in an effort to 'get us on your
side'? please keep your word. we dont need police, we need each other.
angela olson
resident, ward 2
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7/14/20
Revised 2020 Budget comments – Steve Cramer, Minneapolis Downtown Council
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the revised 2020 City budget. I
know the challenge you and Mayor Frey face starting now, and continuing into
consideration of 2021’s budget, is enormous. The confluence of events that led to
this point is unprecedented.
For what it’s worth our organization has expressed support for the federal
HEROES Act which would provide much needed fiscal relief to local and state
governments dealing with the financial fall-out from COVID. We are similarly
advocating for state assistance to help with recovery in the City’s neighborhood
commercial areas.
I know from personal experience that when in a leadership role at City Hall, you
are never quire sure what each day will bring. But surely no one anticipated quite
this, so thanks for stepping up to the challenge.
For completely understandable reasons there isn’t a great deal of detail to go on
with respect to the revised 2020 budget at this point, but I wanted to make two
general points.
COVID has delivered a heavy blow overall, and to the downtown economy
specifically. I’ve had an opportunity to speak with many of you in recent weeks
about how it will be a slow repopulation of the downtown workforce based on
regular calls we have with company HR leaders and building managers keeping
track of their tenants. That in turn will continue to impact the retail and
hospitality scene, and of course we can’t anticipate large crowds back to our
major sports and entertainment venues anytime soon. We have a common
mission to encourage and support reanimation of our downtown as quickly as
that is possible given public health concerns, because we are all seeing the effect
of a dormant downtown economy on key City revenue streams.
I also wanted to address the budget for MPD. There is no more important
discussion in our City than the approach to public safety, and determining the
best way to provide an effective and just safety program for all people who live,
work and visit here. The role of law enforcement and extent of responsibilities
assigned to sworn officers is at the heart of this discussion. From our vantage

point, the community as a whole is in early days of this discussion. We have a
point of view, as articulated in the Guiding Principles we issued 10 days ago with
the Minneapolis Regional Chamber and Greater Minneapolis BOMA, and look
forward to being a constructive voice in the conversation.
I would urge you to not make sudden and significant changes to the Mayor’s
recommended revised 2020 MPD budget until and unless concrete alternatives
which provide realistic and immediately available alternatives to incident
responses by sworn officers have been established.
These services must be available on a 24 – 7 - 365 basis as incidents requiring an
appropriate response occur on that basis. This is consistent with our principles,
which both support the implementation of complementary safety strategies,
many of which the business community has funded through DID over many years,
while at the same time asking that full emergency response capacity remain in
place during any period of planning or transition.
Many of the complementary services that are often mentioned are not now
available at all times when needed. An example of the complexity here is the very
worthwhile MPD partnership with Hennepin County COPE to provide a coresponder team to address emotionally disturbed individuals. Those mental
health professionals have not been available for the last four months given the
COVID outbreak. Yet the need for this service is significant. “In the weeds”
attention to detailed implementation of new approaches to public safety will be
require in the months and years ahead to insure our citizens are not left
vulnerable.
Thank you.
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For the public record
From: no-reply@minneapolismn.gov <no-reply@minneapolismn.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 10:09 PM
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Name *

Katie Wehr

Email *

kathryn_wehr@yahoo.com

Phone
Phone Type

Cell

Address
City

Minneapolis

State

MN

Zip
Question/Comment * I’m writing in support of the proposal by Black Visions Collective and
Reclaim the Block to reduce the MPD budget by $45M and put the funds
instead into housing, healthcare including mental health and substance
abuse treatment, education, jobs, youth, and domestic violence response.
Budget documents are values documents - and the city budget needs to
reflect what the community needs for public safety, including what it
means to value Black Lives.
This is an email generated from the City of Minneapolis website. * Required fields are indicated with an asterisk.

Communities United Against Police Brutality™

4200 Cedar Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55407
612-874-STOP
www.CUAPB.org

July 22, 2020
Mayor Jacob Frey
Minneapolis City Council Members
Minneapolis City Hall
350 South 5th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55415
RE: City Budget
Dear Mayor Frey and City Council Members:
This letter expresses the concerns of our organization related to the proposed adjustments to the
city’s budget.
Given the city’s financial shortfall, it is understandable that there is a need to make cuts in the
budgets of most departments. However, the city council reduced the police department budget by
only $630,000. This represents only 0.32% (less than one-third of one percent) of that department’s
budget. Further, while the charter amendment only requires the city to fund approximately 723 police
officer positions (with, presumably, some support staff), the police department currently has 1082.9
FTEs.
The city’s financial crisis is exacerbated by a social services crisis of epic proportions. Homelessness
is at record levels and will likely get worse once the freeze on evictions ends. Rates of mental health
crises are increasing. Substance abuse disorders are climbing along with joblessness and
desperation. Yet the city continues to address these issues through a law enforcement lens.
Numerous studies have shown that not only are people better served by a social service response to
social issues, but that this approach saves money and provides an excellent return on investment.
Further, given the history of deaths of people in mental health crisis at the hands of police, there is
simply no excuse for a police-only response to mental health crisis calls.
This looming budget shortfall provides a perfect opportunity to fully embrace the use of COPE as
primary responders to mental health crisis calls as well as to establish a social services network
outside of the police department that will replace police as responders to the many social issues in
which law enforcement is not an appropriate response. Much of the infrastructure already exists—it
simply needs to be coordinated into a comprehensive network and 911 dispatch needs to be trained
to route calls to the appropriate responder within that network.
We want to make it clear that we are not talking about LEAD—a program that uses police as the
gatekeepers for people to gain access to social services. Instead, we envision a network of social
service agencies, in collaboration with the county, that become the primary responders, and dispatch
triage at the 911 call center to ensure these agencies are first on the scene.

Our organization has prepared a white paper on ending police-only responses to mental health crisis
calls but it includes a lot of information on ROI along with ways to structure and fund responses to the
range of co-conditions that often afflict mentally ill people. The paper is in the final stages but we are
more than happy to share a final draft with you. Please email cuapb.mpls@gmail.com if you would
like to see this draft.
Again, we urge you to take this opportunity to reach the dual goals of reducing costs and improving
services by downsizing the police force to its required minimum staffing levels and redirecting non-law
enforcement calls for service to more appropriate responders.

For justice,
Michelle F. Gross/es
Michelle Gross, President

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ritchie, Heidi
Council Comment
FW: [EXTERNAL] Hello
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 2:15:32 PM

Heidi Ritchie, BSN, RN, PHN
Policy Director to Mayor Jacob Frey
-----Original Message----From: Hanad Hassan <hanad.hassan3@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:53 PM
To: Mayor Users <MayorUsers@minneapolismn.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Hello
Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is khadra Adam. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already struggling with systematic
barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council members attempt to eliminate after school homework help for
my children (Kajoog’s Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the resources
they need to be a successful in a school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling
my children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you and are not
welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will be a victim of a council
member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current executive director of Kajoog challenged Council
Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not
committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks representation on the city
council is sending a message to the community that they are Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they
make up 15% of the cities population, and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of making it in the
strategic partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced the humiliation being caged in refugee camps.
The 160 East African children will watch your vote. We intend to teach our children a lesson about Islamophobia
and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the
DFL Council of Minneapolis wants to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle
Class. I urge you to not cut the funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of honor
to help my children.
[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bourgerie, Zoe J
Council Comment
FW: [EXTERNAL] Please don"t cut funding from our somali children.
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:47:27 PM

For the public record
From: khadra Adam <minagella77@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:04 PM
Cc: Mayor Users <MayorUsers@minneapolismn.gov>; Council Staff
<CouncilStaff@minneapolismn.gov>; Goodman, Lisa R. <Lisa.Goodman@minneapolismn.gov>;
Jenkins, Andrea <andrea.jenkins@minneapolismn.gov>; Cano, Alondra
<Alondra.Cano@minneapolismn.gov>; Bender, Lisa <Lisa.Bender@minneapolismn.gov>; Schroeder,
Jeremy <jeremy.schroeder@minneapolismn.gov>; Johnson, Andrew
<Andrew.Johnson@minneapolismn.gov>; Palmisano, Linea <Linea.Palmisano@minneapolismn.gov>;
Gordon, Cam A. <Cam.Gordon@minneapolismn.gov>; Fletcher, Steve
<steve.fletcher@minneapolismn.gov>; Reich, Kevin A. <Kevin.Reich@minneapolismn.gov>;
Cunningham, Phillipe M <Phillipe.Cunningham@minneapolismn.gov>; Ellison, Jeremiah
<jeremiah.ellison@minneapolismn.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Please don't cut funding from our somali children.

Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is kadra Adam. As a Minneapolis resident and a low income parent, already
struggling with systematic barriers, I’m deeply hurt and traumatized by council
members attempt to eliminate after school homework help for my children (Kajoog’s
Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that my children won’t have the
resources they need to be a successful in a school district that is failing black
children. It means that you are willfully recycling my children into the cycle of poverty.
It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you and are not welcome in
Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will be a victim of a
council member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current executive
director of Kajoog challenged Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But
my children should not pay the price for an act that they have not committed nor an
ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community
lacks representation on the city council is sending a message to the community that
they are Minneapolis’s unwanted step child. That although they make up 15% of the
cities population, and have presence in every ward - that they are not worthy of
making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve suffered a genocide and have faced
the humiliation being caged in refugee camps. The 160 East African children will
watch your vote. We intend to teach our children a lesson about Islamophobia and
institutional racism. Donald Trump’s America enacted a complete ban of their faith
into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis wants to take away their
potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the
funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of honor to

help my children.

ReplyForward

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening
links or attachments.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bourgerie, Zoe J
Council Comment
FW: Comment on budget hearing this week
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:29:53 PM

For the public record.
From: Jenkins, Andrea <andrea.jenkins@minneapolismn.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:33 PM
To: Shelby Rose <thomasonshelby@gmail.com>
Cc: Bourgerie, Zoe J <zoe.bourgerie@minneapolismn.gov>; Sirdar, Deebaa
<Deebaa.Sirdar@minneapolismn.gov>; Council Comment <councilcomment@minneapolismn.gov>
Subject: RE: Comment on budget hearing this week
Hello Shelby,
Thank you for sending this, sorry you were cut off. I will ensure your input is included in the public
record. I don’t what CM Cunningham’s proposal is yet, so it would be unwise for me to commit yet, I
do support CM Cano’s proposal re: $500,000.
Best,
Andrea
From: Shelby Rose <thomasonshelby@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:07 PM
To: Council Comment <councilcomment@minneapolismn.gov>; Jenkins, Andrea
<andrea.jenkins@minneapolismn.gov>
Subject: Comment on budget hearing this week
Council member I tried to make a public comment last week but I was cut off after 10 seconds. I have decided this
week to email you instead so I don't waste my time on the phone for an hour just to be cut off.
I do not want MPD to receive any more funding. I know this ask will not be met but I want NO
funding to MPD. They are useless to the city of Minneapolis. However, I know others have called for
a $45 million divestment from MPD and moving that money for protections for workers - no more
wage freezes, furloughs or firings - and affordable (free and subsidized) housing. This is more
feasible than cutting all funding from MPD immediately which, again, is what I actually want.
I need you to support CM Cano's amendment that would move $500K from MPD to provide resources,
training, and supplies to the community groups already doing on-the-ground safety work AND CM
Cunningham's plans to propose an amendment that would move $1.1M into a violence interrupters
program through the Office of Violence Prevention.
Thank you.

Shelby Rose Thomason
She/Her

Find me on LinkedIn

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jenkins, Andrea
Council Comment
Bourgerie, Zoe J; Sirdar, Deebaa
FW: Council President Bender & Council Members
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:49:35 AM

From: Ubah Mohamed <ubahuurgub@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 10:22 AM
To: Mayor Users <MayorUsers@minneapolismn.gov>; Council Staff
<CouncilStaff@minneapolismn.gov>; Goodman, Lisa R. <Lisa.Goodman@minneapolismn.gov>;
Jenkins, Andrea <andrea.jenkins@minneapolismn.gov>; Cano, Alondra
<Alondra.Cano@minneapolismn.gov>; Bender, Lisa <Lisa.Bender@minneapolismn.gov>; Schroeder,
Jeremy <jeremy.schroeder@minneapolismn.gov>; Johnson, Andrew
<Andrew.Johnson@minneapolismn.gov>; Palmisano, Linea <Linea.Palmisano@minneapolismn.gov>;
Gordon, Cam A. <Cam.Gordon@minneapolismn.gov>; Fletcher, Steve
<steve.fletcher@minneapolismn.gov>; Reich, Kevin A. <Kevin.Reich@minneapolismn.gov>;
Cunningham, Phillipe M <Phillipe.Cunningham@minneapolismn.gov>;
jeremiah.ellison@minneapolismn.go
Subject: Council President Bender & Council Members
Council President Bender & Council Members
My name is Ubah Mohamed. I am Somali businesswomen and I’m writing to you today because I’m
offended at council members' attempt to eliminate after school homework help for our children (Kajoog’s
Urban 4H Program). Your vote to cut it means that our children won’t have the resources they need to be
a success in a school district that is failing black children. It means that you are willfully recycling our
children into the cycle of poverty. It means that the Somali Community doesn’t matter to you and are not
welcome in Minneapolis. It means that 160 Somali Children and their families will be a victim of a council
member’s retaliatory approach. We understand that the current executive director of Kajoog challenged
Council Member Cano in the 2017 Municipal race. But our children should not pay the price for an act that
they have not committed nor an ambition that they have not pursued.
To cut an additional 60K from prior cuts during a time when the Somali community lacks representation
on the city council is sending a message to the community that they are Minneapolis’s unwanted
stepchild. That although they make up 15% of the cities population, and have a presence in every ward that they are not worthy of making it in the strategic partnership list. We’ve suffered genocide and have
faced the humiliation being caged in refugee camps. The 160 East African children will watch your vote.
We intend to teach our children a lesson about Islamophobia and institutional racism. Donald Trump’s
America enacted a complete ban of their faith into this country and the DFL Council of Minneapolis wants
to take away their potential to build capacity and integrate into the Middle Class. I urge you to not cut the
funds from this vital program. Please use your privilege and your position of honor to help our children.
Sincerely,
Ubah Mohamed

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nelson, Kate R.
Council Comment
FW: MPD Budget Cut and Reallocation
Monday, July 20, 2020 3:32:47 PM

From: Nelson, Kate R. <Kate.Nelson@minneapolismn.gov>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 2:54 PM
To: Nelson, Kate R. <Kate.Nelson@minneapolismn.gov>
Subject: FW: MPD Budget Cut and Reallocation

From: Theresa Blue <theresa.a.blue@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 8:19 PM
To: Johnson, Andrew <Andrew.Johnson@minneapolismn.gov>
Subject: Fwd: MPD Budget Cut and Reallocation
As council member of the ward in which I reside, pls note the below email as written comment for
the Budget Discussion that just ended. This email has bounced back as undeliverable.
Best
Theresa Blue
From: Theresa Blue <theresa.a.blue@gmail.com>
Date: 14 July 2020 at 8:08:51 PM GMT-5
To: //councilcomment@minneapolismn.gov
Subject: MPD Budget Cut and Reallocation

My name is Theresa Blue I am a resident of Minneapolis Ward 12. I stand w/
community leaders.

I demand a $45 million cut from MPD’s budget! An emergency
budget should  
fund our communities’ urgent needs!
City Council: keep your word. Last fall the Council told us to wait until it was
more politically viable to fund alternatives, then they gave MPD a raise. Now
MPD has killed George Floyd. We need to tell the Council to put its money where
its mouth is.
Pay & protect workers. No more wage freezes, furloughs or firings. No cuts to
Labor Standards Enforcement. Cut from the MPD budget and pay and protect
workers instead.

Homes for everyone. Feeling safe means having a home - if we spent just a
fraction of MPD’s budget on housing, we could house everyone in the park
sanctuaries.
Defund police terror tools. We don’t want City dollars funding intimidation and
scare-tactics! Immediately cut funding for special operations, the canine unit,
and the mounted patrol.
No more duplicate, duplicitous departments. MPD is the only department that
has its own records request and communications departments, and they use
them to obscure evidence of their crimes. Eliminate MPD’s duplicate
departments!
Defund police PR & recruitment. We don't need more police, and we don’t need
the city spending money on police PR to improve MPD’s image - our communities
know the truth. Immediately defund the Community and Collaborative
Advancement program.

Best
Theresa

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Erazmus, Kristina
Council Comment
FW: Revised 2020 budget comments & technical difficulties
Wednesday, July 15, 2020 12:07:46 PM
IMG_5802.PNG

From: Bender, Lisa <Lisa.Bender@minneapolismn.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 11:31 AM
To: Erazmus, Kristina <tina.erazmus@minneapolismn.gov>
Subject: FW: Revised 2020 budget comments & technical difficulties

From: Clair Steil <clair.steil@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 10:36 AM
To: Bender, Lisa <Lisa.Bender@minneapolismn.gov>
Subject: Revised 2020 budget comments & technical difficulties
Hello!
Thank you for your kind message on Twitter. Here are the comments I was planning to say about the
revised 2020 budget:
My name is Clair Steil, and I live in the Willard-Hay neighborhood of Ward 5. In the wake of the
recent uprisings, it’s absolutely essential that you show the people of Minneapolis that you hear us take $45 million away from the MPD budget and put it toward community safety and financial
security. Housing for the unhoused and worker protections are the very least you can do in the time
of COVID. Stop centering business interests and start centering local Black and brown voices. Stop
sending Minneapolis budget dollars to the cities and towns outside of Minneapolis where the
majority of MPD employees live. That’s all I have, thank you.
Regarding the technical difficulties, my number (ending in *2969) was called twice, and I tried about
6 times to enter *6 to no avail. I've attached a screenshot from my phone that shows I was on the
call for an hour and 23 minutes. I was hoping it would show that I hit *6 several times but it does
not.
Thank you again and best wishes,
Clair

To Minneapolis City Council and Charter Commission;
My name is Dr. Katie Spencer, and I am the Director of Advocacy and Policy at the Program in
Human Sexuality, a program of the Department of Family Medicine and Community Health
within the University of Minnesota Medical School.
As a certified sex therapist and licensed psychologist in the state of Minnesota, and a member
of an interdisciplinary department of family medicine physicians, psychiatric nurse practitioners,
behavioral health social workers, and other healthcare providers, I am submitting my public
comment of support of the proposed change to the Minneapolis Charter Amendment; the
dismantling of the Minneapolis Police Department, and the reallocation of Minneapolis city
budget funds for violence prevention, housing, and mental and physical healthcare resources
for disenfranchised and marginalized communities. The proposed changes are long overdue
and reflect the guidance based on the overwhelming body of research within public health,
medicine, psychology, and social sciences that speaks to the public health impacts of systemic
racism.
Studies have demonstrated that reports of police violence, including excessive force, are
widespread by residents of urban areas, and disproportionately affect residents who are Black
and Latinx (https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0141854). Additionally, studies have noted that
exposure to police violence is associated with higher rates of psychological distress
(http://www.doi.org/10.1001/jamanetworkopen.2018.4945). However, the detrimental effects of
police violence are not isolated to those directly impacted. A 2018 study published in the Lancet
demonstrated a “spillover effect,” whereby Black Americans in the general population reported
higher rates of psychological distress following killings of unarmed Black men in their state of
residence (https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(18)31130-9). This provides clear evidence that
the current operations of law enforcement in the United States are a risk factor for populationlevel health consequences and demonstrates the immediate need for action.
As a health professional, I express my emphatic support for the creation of a Community Safety
and Violence Prevention Department. By investing in institutions which provide a true sense of
safety and security to all residents, we have the potential to not only avoid unnecessary deaths
but also promote health for all Minneapolis residents. As such, I urge the City of Minneapolis to
dismantle the MPD and reallocate funding for mental health, violence prevention, community
safety, housing, and physical health support initiatives. The research overwhelmingly supports
investment in public health measures, and we cannot afford to ignore the wellbeing of our
communities any longer.

Katie Spencer, PhD
Director of Advocacy and Policy
Program in Human Sexuality

July 23, 2020
Minneapolis City Council Members,
Make Homes Happen is a coalition of nearly 50 community organizations advocating for affordable
housing production, preservation, and tenant protections in Minneapolis. Our members include
nonprofit housing developers, tenant legal service providers, faith groups, and other community
partners. Many of us advocate for housing in other cities, counties, and at the state and federal level.
We understand all levels of government have significant roles to play in moving towards a future where
everyone is safely and equitably housed. We are asking you to demonstrate the City’s commitment and
leadership for housing by protecting housing programs and tenant services from any cuts as you revise
the 2020 budget.
Our coalition has engaged with City leaders, staff, and community members since our first event in
2013, a mayoral forum on affordable housing. We’ve shared technical expertise and new ideas for
housing development in Minneapolis. Since 2017 we’ve amplified our call for a local, dedicated, ongoing
source of funding for affordable housing— Minneapolis’ most pressing housing needs exist outside the
City’s budget cycle, and need to be resourced accordingly.
COVID-19 and the Minneapolis Uprising have underscored the need for increased City investments in
emergency housing assistance, as well as increasing housing investments across the City’s enterprise
through a public health lens. Our budget decisions cannot be based on what’s easy to cut. They must be
based on what is necessary for our communities to recover from the events of the past few months.
Having reviewed the draft 2020 Revised Budget, we offer the following:
•

These proposed cuts contradict the city’s stated commitment to housing. Our housing
challenges are being and will continue to be exacerbated by COVID, and the outcomes of
deferring critical investments in housing are predictable— we see them daily. Now is the time
for proactive and deep housing investments, not cuts. These cuts don’t save money in the longterm, as racial disparities in housing will continue to grow in the absence of intentional
investment.
o Cuts to CPED are disproportionate compared to other departments, especially the
Minneapolis Police Department. How can leadership justify cutting $2 million from a
dozen community development programs? Meanwhile, MPD sits untouched; the only
cut proposed was $50,000 from automated pawn software. The police budget is nearly
double that of CPED, yet CPED is being asked to absorb 40 times the budget cut. This is
unjust.
o Our neighbors at Powderhorn Park and other encampments across the city are carrying
the burden of our failure to adequately address the housing crisis. These cuts are simply
indefensible as we see homelessness grow throughout the city in the middle of a
Make Homes Happen •3137 Chicago Ave S• Minneapolis, MN 55407

pandemic. These proposed cuts were made in a vacuum that considers only current
programming, while ignoring the enormous unmet needs that still exist.
•

The proposed cuts will disproportionately impact Minneapolis' communities of color and
contradict stated commitments to racial justice. Both the pandemic and uprising have
disproportionately impacted communities of color—these budget revisions must center, not
disinvest in them. Please reject proposed cuts to CPED programs that explicitly benefit people of
color:
o Minneapolis Homes is focused on ending racial disparities in homeownership;
o Village Financial will be the state’s only Black-owned financial institution;
o Cultural Districts in communities of color;
o The Affordable Housing Trust Fund creates affordable rental housing, and communities
of color are disproportionately renters in our city.

•

These budget revisions are in response to an economic crisis created by the pandemic,
meaning our decisions must be made in the context of how to help residents survive a
pandemic. This requires policymakers to use a lens of public health and safety, and it has never
been more apparent how much home and health go hand in hand. Residents cannot stay
healthy if they don’t have access to safe housing.
o Budget adjustments that meaningfully respond to COVID need to emphasize public
health and the acknowledgement that housing is health care.
o At some point in the near future, Governor Walz’s eviction moratorium will end, and
thousands of residents will have evictions filed against them for non-payment of rent.
When that happens, tenant navigators and legal services will be more needed than ever.
We cannot reduce their funding in this reality.

It is the job of all city departments to protect Minneapolis neighborhoods, not just the Minneapolis
Police Department. CPED and Regulatory Services must have significant resources to continue critical
work, and to be proactive and nimble in navigating COVID-19 and neighborhood recovery. We are
aligned with advocates at Reclaim the Block, Black Visions Collective and many other community-based
groups in calling for increasing resources for housing by divesting funding from MPD. We ask City
Council to reallocate funds from MPD to fill the $2 million proposed cut to CPED, and fund initiatives
that enhance safety through community-based solutions.
Signed,
Make Homes Happen Coalition
Aeon - Align MPLS - Alliance for Metropolitan Stability - Alliance Housing - City of Lakes Community Land
Trust - Greater Metropolitan Housing Corporation - HOME Line - Hope Community, Inc. - Housing Justice
Center - Jewish Community Action - Metropolitan Consortium of Community Developers - Minnesota
Homeownership Center - Minnesota Housing Partnership – PRG - Project for Pride in Living - The Arc
Minnesota - Twin Cities Local Initiatives Support Corporation - Urban Homeworks
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ENRICHING THE LIVES OF SOMALI-AMERICAN YOUTH
Ka Joog
1420 Washington Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN 55454
Voice: (612) 255-3524
Fax: (612) 255-3523

www.kajoog.org

Organization Overview:
Ka Joog is a nationally recognized Somali youth development organization tailored towards
enriching the lives of Somali American youth by utilizing the positive elements of education,
mentoring, employment, and the arts. Ka Joog’s mission is to motivate youth to pursue higher
education, while promoting and building community ties at events throughout Minnesota.
Established in 2007 by a group of Somali young adults, Ka Joog focuses its efforts on
encouraging Somali youth to “ka Joog” or “stay away” from negative influences such as drugs,
violence, and other behaviors that can be detrimental to their development and future. Instead,
Ka Joog directs youth towards higher education, civic involvement, and a volunteer commitment
to the community. Ka Joog helps Somali youth understand their options and make the right
choices, through programs offering mentoring, tutoring, and job readiness training. Ka Joog also
provide positive outlets through the arts, and encourages youth to share their talents with others.
Ka Joog has received several local and national awards for its accomplishments, including, but
not limited to, Somali-American Community Appreciation Award, the Youth Leadership of the
Year Award by the City of Minneapolis, and the U.S. Congressional Records award in honor of
“... its contributions to the Somali community of Minnesota through art, education, and political
action.”
Ka Joog has locations in Minneapolis, St. Paul, Eden Prairie and in Moorhead. Ka Joog also does
programing throughout state via mobility every year.
Contact:
Mohamed Farah, Executive Director
Email: mfarah@kajoog.org Web: kajoog.org • Direct: (651) 795-1589

Eden Prairie, MN

Minneapolis, MN

St. Paul, MN

ENRICHING THE LIVES OF SOMALI-AMERICAN YOUTH

Programs:
The Takeoff 4H STEAM Club:
The Takeoff 4-H STEAM Club is a high quality and culturally appropriate educational after
school and summer programming that supports youth education and leadership development
through a model of social inclusion. This unique model also involves the parents, helping to
bridge the gap between the older and younger generations while expanding networks and
increasing knowledge of opportunities. Youth develop a plan to further their education. Past
participating seniors have graduated on time and enrolled in post-secondary education. Within
this program, Ka Joog has partnered with the University of Minnesota's Urban 4-H Youth
Development to integrate and implement Design It, an engineering curriculum designed for
after school programs. The Takeoff program has two tracks which includes the following:
1. The first track, The Takeoff, provides tutoring and peer mentoring in a safe, supportive
environment that focus on skill building, cooperative learning, and leadership
development around STEAM education.
2. The second track, The Takeoff 4-H STEAM Club, is done in collaboration with the
University of Minnesota's Urban 4-H Youth Development department. This track utilizes
the Design It Curriculum. Additionally, Ka Joog pairs this curriculum with an arts
program in which local artist come to the program and lead activities with the youth.
Participating students attend year-round programming including week-long immersive
summer camps that are held at the University of Minnesota. This summer camp
experience expands on STEAM learning and helps the participants connect that learning
to potential higher education and career opportunities.
be@school:
In partnership with Hennpin County Attorney’s office, the purpose of this program is to increase
student’s school attendance. When a student has a number of unexcused absences, he/she is
referred to Ka Joog by the Hennpin County Attorney’s office to work with the student and their
family to get the student back to school as soon possible. The mission of be@school is “to
increase school attendance and improve community connections across Hennepin County
through a collaborative early intervention providing education and support services to school-age
youth and their families."

Eden Prairie, MN

Minneapolis, MN

St. Paul, MN

ENRICHING THE LIVES OF SOMALI-AMERICAN YOUTH
Fanka~ Invisible Art:
Invisible Art is a vibrant program at Ka Joog. As we know; “Art changes everything.” It is used
as a means to create political and social change around the world. Invisible Art creates an
intimate space for the community here in the twin cities to motivate, empower; elevate each
other through the art of all elements (Poetry, Music, Theater, Storytelling, Painting, Sculptures
and much more). This is also a youth arts learning and cultural presentation program. The
program has three components: 1) An arts club that meets biweekly and provides arts education
and peer mentoring for youth; 2) Three 8-week immersive workshops for youth with a
recognized artist. The workshops are designed to introduce youth to traditional Somali arts and
encourage them to extend the tradition through their own artistic practice. 3) Public arts
presentation and intercultural community engagement events designed to provide opportunities
for local audiences to enjoy traditional and contemporary Somali arts, and provide opportunities
for intercultural dialogue.
East African Youth at Work:
The purpose of the East African Youth At Work program is to provide workforce development
opportunities for East African youth to acquire marketable skills, certifications, and other
credentials that meet employer requirements for high-demand professions in Minnesota. In
addition, youth will be provided work management, supportive services and family engagement
activities to increase their success in the program.
Through this program, youth are connected with other young people while being plugged into a
network of supporting organizations and schools, mentors in the workforce, as well as
community organizations and resources. The enrollment and orientation process will include an
initial career and interest assessment to guide development of individualized work plans that
align with the applicant’s interests, skills, and career aspirations. Work managers will also work
closely with employment counselors to ensure work management and services support career
goals and place an emphasis upon career pathway opportunities. Career Readiness Training
(CRT) will take place in sites where youth feel connected and are seen as trusted resources. In
addition, youth will work with work managers to develop milestones to chart progress. Youth
will also celebrate their successes through culturally specific ceremonies and events.
Summer Camp Retreat:
In partnership with Wilderness Inquiries and Boy Scouts of America, this summer program
provides a unique, outdoor experience for youth. With a strong focus on leadership development,
team-building, outdoor learning, service-learning, and healthy living, many Somali youth often
experience summer camp for the first time. In summer 2013, Ka Joog launched the first Boy
Scouts of America chapter focused on Somali youth. Also in 2013, for the first time ever in
Somali community, Ka Joog along with Wilderness Inquiries took a group of young girls to
Yellowstone National Park where they exposed to the many amenities offered at the park.
Eden Prairie, MN

Minneapolis, MN

St. Paul, MN

ENRICHING THE LIVES OF SOMALI-AMERICAN YOUTH

Eden Prairie, MN

Minneapolis, MN

St. Paul, MN

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Arab, Yusra A
Brock, Lisa A; Jenkins, Andrea; Goodman, Lisa R.; Gordon, Cam A.; Johnson, Andrew; Cano, Alondra; Palmisano,
Linea; Fletcher, Steve; Cunningham, Phillipe M; Reich, Kevin A.; Ellison, Jeremiah; Schroeder, Jeremy; Ruff, Mark
T; Intermill, Micah; Council Staff
Please fund Urban 4H Program
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 4:24:20 PM

Council President Bender and Council Members
As someone who has worked and lived in the 6th Ward, I am writing this email on behalf of our
constituents to express community concern over the proposed funding cuts to Ka joog’s Urban 4H
Program. Ka Joog plays a vital role in the lives of Somali-American youth living in the 6th Ward and
greater City of Minneapolis area.
In these unprecedented times, cutting funding to an already under-served community will have
several negative consequences for the youth of the city and the city itself. In times like this, our
elected officials should be building the capacity of youth serving organizations in our city, instead of
cutting funds during a global pandemic.
To do this at a time where the Somali community lacks representation on the City Council, will send
a strong message to each of your East-African constituents.
You have always been sensitive to the needs of our young people and have been quick to recognize
that they are the future of our community. I urge you to not cut the funds to this vital program.
Surely cuts can be made that will be, in the end, less costly to all of us than threatening the wellbeing of our children.
Sincerely,
Yusra Arab
Yusra Arab
Policy Aide
City of Minneapolis – Ward Six Council Office
350 S. Fifth St. – Room 307
Minneapolis, MN 55415
Office: 612-673-2206

yusra.arab@minneapolismn.gov

Hello my name is Sonja Dangler and I am a resident of Ward 10 in Minneapolis and an educator
in Minneapolis Public Schools. I am here to demand that the city council stand by its word and
cut the budget of the Minneapolis Police Department by 45 million dollars now and use the
money to truly invest in community safety. As a white person, it has taken a pandemic that is
killing our city’s most unprotected and vulnerable, the murder of George Floyd, an international
uprising started here in Minneapolis, and having our city taken over by the National Guard to
make me truly realize what is at stake. This is unacceptable. It cannot take this much pain, loss,
and death to make change happen and to make white people and people in power listen. I
support the demands of Reclaim the Block and Black Visions Collective to truly make our
community safe by investing in homes for everyone, paying workers, and defunding police tools
of terror. Also, please note, that I attempted to give comment through the phone during the live
meeting, but was unable to be heard.
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Cc:
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Jenkins, Andrea
Shelby Rose
Bourgerie, Zoe J; Sirdar, Deebaa; Council Comment
RE: Comment on budget hearing this week
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:33:18 PM

Hello Shelby,
Thank you for sending this, sorry you were cut off. I will ensure your input is included in the public
record. I don’t what CM Cunningham’s proposal is yet, so it would be unwise for me to commit yet, I
do support CM Cano’s proposal re: $500,000.
Best,
Andrea
From: Shelby Rose <thomasonshelby@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2020 1:07 PM
To: Council Comment <councilcomment@minneapolismn.gov>; Jenkins, Andrea
<andrea.jenkins@minneapolismn.gov>
Subject: Comment on budget hearing this week
Council member I tried to make a public comment last week but I was cut off after 10 seconds. I have decided this
week to email you instead so I don't waste my time on the phone for an hour just to be cut off.
I do not want MPD to receive any more funding. I know this ask will not be met but I want NO
funding to MPD. They are useless to the city of Minneapolis. However, I know others have called for
a $45 million divestment from MPD and moving that money for protections for workers - no more
wage freezes, furloughs or firings - and affordable (free and subsidized) housing. This is more
feasible than cutting all funding from MPD immediately which, again, is what I actually want.
I need you to support CM Cano's amendment that would move $500K from MPD to provide resources,
training, and supplies to the community groups already doing on-the-ground safety work AND CM
Cunningham's plans to propose an amendment that would move $1.1M into a violence interrupters
program through the Office of Violence Prevention.
Thank you.

Shelby Rose Thomason
She/Her
Find me on LinkedIn

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jenkins, Andrea
Chelsea Deklotz
Bourgerie, Zoe J; Sirdar, Deebaa; Council Comment
RE: COVID-19 emergency budget
Wednesday, July 15, 2020 9:43:48 AM

Hello Chelsea,
Thank you for this input, I am ensuring that your comments are included in the public record. I am
weighing all of input as well as the very challenging decisions that will have to be made in these
unprecedented times.
Andrea
From: Chelsea Deklotz <chelsea.deklotz@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 14, 2020 8:42 PM
To: Jenkins, Andrea <andrea.jenkins@minneapolismn.gov>
Subject: COVID-19 emergency budget
Dear Councilperson Jenkins,
I'm writing tonight to ask you to reject the Mayor's proposed revised 2020 budget due to the COVID19 shortfall. I support a reallocation of a significant portion of the Minneapolis Police Department's
budget to cover the impacts of COVID-19. I believe the entire 60 million shortfall should come from
MPD's budget, but we all know he's not going to go for that...especially after fighting to increase
their budget just last year despite an overwhelming number of constituents in opposition to that at
the public budget meetings I attended. Please consider what your community has been asking for HOUSING, mental health resources, addiction and overdose prevention, living wages, youth
services...not tear gas, rubber bullets, or constant, ineffective patrols.
Thank you,
Chelsea Deklotz
Ward 8 - 3908 S 5th Ave, Minneapolis, MN 55409

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ward 4
hgrace.jensen@gmail.com
Council Comment
RE: Ward 4 Contact Form
Tuesday, July 21, 2020 10:48:46 AM
image002.png

Hello Hannah,
Thank you for reaching out. I will include your comments in support of the mentioned budget
amendments for the Clerk to include in the public record.
With grace,
Ade Salami
Senior Policy Aide
Pronouns: she/her/hers
City of Minneapolis – Ward 4
Office of Council Member Phillipe Cunningham
350 S. Fifth St. – Room 307
Minneapolis, MN 55415
Office: 612-673-3313
adedotun.salami@minneapolismn.gov

From: no-reply@minneapolismn.gov <no-reply@minneapolismn.gov>
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2020 9:44 PM
To: Ward 4 <Ward4@Minneapolismn.gov>
Subject: Ward 4 Contact Form
City of Minneapolis

Name *

Hannah Jensen

Email *

hgrace.jensen@gmail.com

Phone

(612) 242-7755

Phone Type

Cell

Address

1607 44th Ave N

City

Minneapolis

State

MN

Zip

55412

Question/Comment * Hello CM Cunningham, I urge the City Council to support bigger
reallocations of funds to the immediate violence prevention and structural
changes our communities so desperately need. Please support: CM Cano's
and CM Cunningham's proposed amendments, $45 million divestment
from MPD Protections to help support workers, and major investments in
affordable housing. Everyone needs a home! It is time to stop funding
systemic racism - and truly invest in the residents of Minneapolis who have
been perpetually pushed down and to the side. We can do so much better.
We must. Thank you, Hannah Jensen
This is an email generated from the City of Minneapolis website. * Required fields are indicated with an asterisk.

July 14, 2020
Members of the Minneapolis City Council,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit a written comment on the draft revised 2020
City budget. I do not plan to make any comments at the July 14 th 6:05pm public hearing.
I was disappointed to review the Mayor’s plan for revising the 2020 City budget. It
seemed out of touch with the racial and economic disparities in our community –
amplified by COVID-19. It also seemed deaf to the massive protests and calls for action
to re-imagine public safety from the community after the murder of George Floyd.
Please restore all cuts and add funding to housing resources. We’ll never meet the City’s
preferences to address housing needs of the most needy with current resources. The
reason people are sleeping outside in our parks is that housing capital funding is woefully
inadequate to build or rehab housing that extremely low income persons can afford.
Alliance Housing is a member of Make Homes Happen Mpls. We have supported the
Mayor and Council’s attempts to increase affordable housing resources over the past
years. This revised budget is a giant step in the wrong direction.
An obvious place to find the replacement funding is the MPD. In a budget that is 12% of
the City budget, it is highly likely that there are options that far exceed the $50,000 cut
suggested.
Thank you.
Barbara Jeanetta, Executive Director
bjeanetta@alliancehousinginc.org
612-879-7633

July 23, 2020
Dear Members of the Minneapolis City Council:
Twin Cities Habitat for Humanity has enjoyed a partnership with the City of Minneapolis for years. Since 1985, we
have built over 360 homes in Minneapolis and helped over 1300 families across the Twin Cities achieve
homeownership. Our work is driven by our mission to eliminate poverty housing from the Twin Cities and to make
decent, affordable shelter for all people a matter of conscience. We are writing to you today to ask that you protect
all City housing programs from any cuts in the 2020 revised budget for the following reasons.

Housing is healthcare.
At Twin Cities Habitat, we know that home is the foundation for everything else in our lives. Right now, we see even
more clearly that having a safe, stable place to live is critical to health – for individuals, families, and communities.
While COVID-19 continues to ravage our most vulnerable populations, we know that significant harm could be
prevented if everyone in our city just had a safe place to live. As you revise the 2020 budget in response to a global
pandemic, you have a responsibility to make decisions that will help residents survive the pandemic. Please do not
cut housing resources when residents most need them.

The City’s housing programs further racial equity.
Both the pandemic and the uprising have disproportionately impacted communities of color. Budget revisions should
reflect this and prioritize racial equity accordingly. Please reject cuts to CPED programs that explicitly benefit people
of color, such as Cultural Districts, the Affordable Housing Trust Fund, Village Financial, and Minneapolis Homes.
In particular, Minneapolis Homes is slated for a $750,000 reduction, the largest cut of any CPED program. Twin Cities
Habitat is on pace to build 20 homes with resources from this program – 7 in this year alone. That’s 20 families who
can for the first time own a home, the single-most effective means of wealth creation. That’s also 20 units of rental
housing that can be freed up for other residents. At a time when the wealth of communities of color is at risk, the
City cannot withdraw investment from programs that support wealth-building in those communities.

The City made a commitment to support homeownership.
The City’s Unified Housing Policy pledges to support “improved access to homeownership, especially among lowincome residents, black, indigenous and people of color.” Given this goal, and in the face of a 50% homeownership
gap between white and Black residents, the City should be increasing funding for homeownership, not making cuts.
You made a commitment to house Minneapolis residents. We ask you to honor that.
We had an affordable housing crisis before COVID-19 was even a headline. Rents were outpacing wages, housing
supply was dwindling, and we had one of the worst racial homeownership gaps in the nation. None of that has
changed. If anything, the need is much worse. As our City leaders, please rise to the challenge of meeting this need.
Thank you.

Chris Coleman
President and CEO
Twin Cities Habitat for Humanity

1954 University Avenue W • St. Paul, MN 55104 •651-207-1700 • fax: 651-641-8641 •info@tchabitat.org • www.tchabitat.org
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Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
3823 Thomas Avenue N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public health (COVID-19 response, violence prevention,
food inspections, youth development, lead poisoning
and asthma prevention, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
With a pandemic going on, I think public health should be at the forefront, with community development as a close second. Rent and
mortgage freezes are needed!

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Police! Fire Bob Kroll NOW.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Q1
Name (optional)
Andrea

Q2
What is your address?
3634 Queen Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Cleveland

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public works (road improvements, water/sewer
management, transportation, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Violence prevention. Because law enforcement has proven that it doesn’t prevent anything, and often makes situations worse when
used inappropriately.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Cosmetic changes and law enforcement of minor and non-violent crimes.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
5036 Aldrich Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Lind-Camden

Q4

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?
Q5

What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
All forms of public safety.. I am retired and want safe neighborhoods

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Community engagement... we can best do that without govt help
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Q1
Name (optional)
chris pederson

Q2
What is your address?
3726 penn ave n

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
folwell

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
I would like to see investment in the people of minneapolis, housing, employment

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Defund the police!!!!
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Q1
Name (optional)
Deanna Averill

Q2
What is your address?
4926 Morgan Ave

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
shingle Creek

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public works (road improvements, water/sewer
management, transportation, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Pot holes, safe speeds, clear lines, snow removal, smooth sidewalks, ADA curbs

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Cut the welfare rolls and make them go to work becoming tax payers. Or have them perform services in exchange for food/aide.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Q1
Name (optional)
Alex Falenczykowski

Q2
What is your address?
4242 Xerxes Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Housing and Food security for the lowest income members of the city. We shouldn't be focusing on much else if kids are worried about
where their next meal is coming from, or whether they'll have a roof over their head.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
City paid for celebrations, like 4th of July fireworks (I have no idea if the city pays for that specifically, by the way). If we do, I don't know
how meaningful it is to cut, but it sure seems easy to slash. Begin with discretionary items and work our way back from there
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Q1
Name (optional)
Anders Borg

Q2
What is your address?
3318 Russell Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Cleveland

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
The Northside has been wanting for smart community-based investment for years, and it seems like now that we're getting some
support in the way of things like the C-Line and actions to encourage small businesses to open up, it's drying up as fast as it showed
up.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
I'm not qualified to say, but whichever area can be demonstrated to have the smallest positive effect on the quality of life for northsiders.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Q1
Name (optional)
Joanne Goddard

Q2
What is your address?
3714 North 6th Street

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
McKinley

Q4

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?
Q5

What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Violence Prevention

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Anything that increases the livability in Kenwood and Linden Hills.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
James Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Webber Camden

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Safety should be the #1 investment. North Minneapolis is riddled with crime. If we can lower the crime rates, the quality of life will
improve dramatically in this area. We must properly fund and train the police as a first step. Proper training will go a long way.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Public Health Covid response. We should be more reliant on the state and federal government for this.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Q1
Name (optional)
Tyler Balbuena

Q2
What is your address?
4707 Bryant Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Lind-Bohanon

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
The police. Our neighborhoods need to be kept safe. Livability issues need to be addressed.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Public works
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
3631 Washburn ave n

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Cleveland

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Getting guns off our streets.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
We are in north minneapolis. Crime prevention and public safety as well as educatin need to be priority. I am a huge proponent for the
arts but unfortunately facing this current situation the arts makes the most sense for budget cuts. As well aps things like rebuilding
Streets and turning them into greenways.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Jean Bain

Q2
What is your address?
4253 Washburn Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Public safety and community engagement. Without public safety and showing NO respect for any police officers, fire fighters, we leave
all citizens in fear and have opened the floodgates on violence and crime. Just what we have now throughout the city and especially the
Northside. This will eventually lead to more disinvestment, more traumatized citizens and children, falling real estate prices (not good if
no one wants to live here). A more thoughtful measured approach is required. Get us off the bleeding edge of social change. You’re
killing us.
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Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Artwork — nice to have but we are in crisis. Bike lanes. Any other projects which are “nice to haves, but we are in dire need of essential
services and safety. If you can’t walk out of a grocery store without getting shot, how can you even ask.

Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Q1
Name (optional)
Tracy Hayek

Q2
What is your address?
5124 Russell Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Shingle Creek

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public health (COVID-19 response, violence prevention,
food inspections, youth development, lead poisoning
and asthma prevention, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Youth and violence prevention

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Streets.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#14
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 2:07:50 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 2:09:58 PM
00:02:08
73.164.105.181

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
1626 44th Ave N, 55412

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Webber Camden

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Getting the economic base of the population increased, get businesses into the Northside, get decent work and dollars so that the rest
can improve

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Police, and light rail
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#15
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 2:16:51 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 2:23:29 PM
00:06:38
97.116.80.97

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Gary

Q2
What is your address?
3519 Dupont Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Folwell

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public health (COVID-19 response, violence prevention,
food inspections, youth development, lead poisoning
and asthma prevention, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Public safety

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Neighborhood Associations
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#16
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 2:06:43 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 2:23:45 PM
00:17:01
192.55.2.36

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Brian Resch

Q2
What is your address?
4055 Sheridan ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
"Violence Prevention" is listed in both Public Safety and Public Health examples above. This makes Public Safety number one
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Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
1) Convention Center Spending
2) City Council and Mayoral Expenses including salaries
...
999) Public Safety (police, fire, violence prevention, emergency management, etc)

Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#17
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 1:57:06 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 3:06:36 PM
01:09:30
107.77.209.227

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Melissa Newman

Q2
What is your address?
6th Street North

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
McKinley

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
My Home as that’s what will help create generational wealth.
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Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Cut EXTRA Police funding. With all of the crime very present WE STILL need police. But not all calls should be directed towards them
to respond.
City Art work expenditures. Spending thousands/millions on artwork is not necessary. As an example spending $772,000 on a sculpture
in the downtown public service building. That money should have WENT to servicing the public.

Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#18
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 3:10:32 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 3:14:58 PM
00:04:26
65.128.68.233

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Anthony Finnell

Q2
What is your address?
4237 DuPont ave n 55412

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Webber-Camden

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public health (COVID-19 response, violence prevention,
food inspections, youth development, lead poisoning
and asthma prevention, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
A Citizens review board with the power to investigate, discipline, and terminate police officers that engage in wrongful conduct

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Police budget and parks
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#19
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 3:32:10 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 3:35:51 PM
00:03:40
107.77.207.49

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Michael Waska

Q2
What is your address?
4416 Russell Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
The north side has been cut off for years from the rest of the city. Develop neighborhoods back into communities. Retail, food, public
works, park improvement. The sidewalks on Webber parkway leading to 44th and memorial parkway are one example of much needed
cosmetic work in my side of town.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Defund the police, damn it!
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#20
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 3:56:04 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 4:00:16 PM
00:04:11
73.24.26.14

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Annoyed Resident

Q2
What is your address?
4222 Washburn Avenue N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Public Safety. If you cannot make this city safe for people to live and work then you might as well say goodbye to all the other stuff.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
City Council and Mayoral Paychecks, at least until there is improvement in quality of life in Minneapolis.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#21
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 4:03:22 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 4:08:04 PM
00:04:41
65.128.233.96

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
4051 Lyndale Ave n

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Webber camden

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Police and public safety

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Money to rebuild lake street. Money has been funneled south for redevelopment for years to the detriment of the north side.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#22
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 4:34:58 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 4:37:19 PM
00:02:20
73.164.29.166

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Mick Brogan

Q2
What is your address?
4143 Thomas Ave No

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public works (road improvements, water/sewer
management, transportation, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Public Safety

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Public Health
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#23
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 4:54:45 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 4:58:33 PM
00:03:47
75.168.127.62

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Abbie Diehl

Q2
What is your address?
3500 Vincent Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Cleveland

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public health (COVID-19 response, violence prevention,
food inspections, youth development, lead poisoning
and asthma prevention, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Prenatal, Early childhood, mental health, youth services. The earlier the interventions and investment in people, the less repair,
recovery and expense down the road. Children are the most precious resource we have.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Police
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#24
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 4:58:39 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 5:01:23 PM
00:02:43
174.53.132.106

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
36th & Girard

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Folwell

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Missing middle housing and small-business development

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Community engagement
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#25
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 5:55:38 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 5:59:08 PM
00:03:29
73.164.95.40

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Nick Hammer

Q2
What is your address?
4127 Russell Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Safety. City provides a safe place for all peoples, the the good peoples of that city will take care of itself, hopefully.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Parks, new developments, new infrastructure. Temp hold
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#26
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 6:33:53 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 6:44:11 PM
00:10:18
68.47.46.135

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
4523 Upton Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Police. Safety.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Give me options. Police,violence protection are #1.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#27
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 9:11:16 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 9:14:49 PM
00:03:33
75.73.243.144

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Sarah Sexton

Q2
What is your address?
4615 Camden Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Lind-Bohanon

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public health (COVID-19 response, violence prevention,
food inspections, youth development, lead poisoning
and asthma prevention, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Youth development. Give children every advantage we can, they are our future.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Police
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#28
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 9:50:17 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 9:53:16 PM
00:02:58
73.164.104.9

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Beryl Ann Burton

Q2
What is your address?
3715 Knox

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Folwell

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Public Housing

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Law enforcement as it stands today.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#29
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 11:26:51 PM
Wednesday, July 08, 2020 11:33:33 PM
00:06:42
174.219.142.84

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Shannyn

Q2
What is your address?
3230 Xerxes Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Cleveland

Q4

Public health (COVID-19 response, violence prevention,
food inspections, youth development, lead poisoning
and asthma prevention, etc)

When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?
Q5

What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Violence prevention and youth development they go hand in hand
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Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
That’s a hard one, all are so important and have severe repercussions if cut drastically. I think each area would need to have a hard
look at where cuts could be made. In the time of Covid and realizing so many people can work from home, is getting rid of office space
an option for positions in these categories? I know covid showed that about 20% of police calls didn’t require a response, all
departments need to have a look at what could be reprioritized.

Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#30
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 6:30:39 AM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 6:37:56 AM
00:07:16
73.164.115.75

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
4043 Bryant Ave

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Webber-camden

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
It’s important to invest in keeping our communities safe, so people can feel and be safe moving about the community at all times day
and night.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
This is hard not sure at this time
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#31
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 6:38:49 AM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 6:41:57 AM
00:03:08
68.47.43.232

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
43/Upton

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?
Q5

What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Public safety- putting necessary reforms in place to reimagine public safety in our City to be more community focused.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Public Works- putting off construction projects that are not a priority
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#32
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 6:47:47 AM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 6:55:20 AM
00:07:32
174.20.114.81

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Caleb Harrison

Q2
What is your address?
3242 upton ave n

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Cleveland

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Housing! I don’t understand how any other area can be tackled—public health, community safety, vulnerable peoples’ well-being—
without stable housing as the foundation.
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Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Infrastructure: even though biking and walking are things I do every day for work, play, and well-being, I can take another few years of
horrible roads, inaccessible sidewalks, and bad transit if it means someone new has a roof over their head. (Although you *should* also
make sidewalks accessible, and make the city as hostile for cars and friendly for walkers/rollers as possible!).

Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#33
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 7:26:14 AM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 7:33:53 AM
00:07:38
75.168.74.188

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
scared of retaliation by the police

Q2
What is your address?
4xxx Humbold Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Webber-Camden

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Other (please specify):
massive cuts starting with the police.

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
massive cuts to the police because they are racist thugs and cannot do their job even if they weren't racist thugs.
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Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
And another thing.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police.
And just in case you had a follow up question.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police.
And if next week you are wondering what I'll think.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police.
Lastly, just to be clear.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police. Cut the police.
Cut the police.

Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#34
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 8:44:30 AM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 8:57:13 AM
00:12:43
73.88.40.220

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
Washburn Ave N and 42nd Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Other (please specify):
Public Safety-WITH a police department

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Police and fire departments. Being safe in my own neighborhood and home is the primary reason I chose this place to live.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Private security services for our council members, purchasing expensive and unnecessary art for city buildings, fraudulent welfare and
social security payments, more bike paths, unnecessary aesthetic improvements (fancy street lighting instead of standard lighting),
poorly planned road construction (there are no reasons why the same sidewalks should be torn up 2 consecutive summers in a row),
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#35
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 8:57:06 AM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 9:02:11 AM
00:05:05
174.53.217.120

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Aaliyah

Q2
What is your address?
3643 Colfax Ave N Minneapolis MN 55412

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
McKinley

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public health (COVID-19 response, violence prevention,
food inspections, youth development, lead poisoning
and asthma prevention, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
We need to invest more in the Step up program and encourage all students who live in Minneapolis to apply- which includes holding
info sessions at libraries, schools (both Mpls and Charter), and youth focused orgs. Additionally there needs to be better trainings for
students and better expectations for placement sites.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Honestly the Northside can’t afford any cuts
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#36
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 10:05:47 AM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 10:15:15 AM
00:09:28
73.88.40.220

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Ort

Q2
What is your address?
Washburn Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Camden

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Having my tax money benefit the whole and not being diverted to a few.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Social welfare and not the police. I should not have to go to work avoiding pot holes while others do not have to work and instead make
plans to rob my autos, yard, garage, home and family. Minneapolis is at the tipping point in taxing my family out of the community. For
the sake of all, teach people how to fish so they can feed themselves and not steal my catch.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#37
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 10:26:26 AM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 10:34:11 AM
00:07:45
104.129.196.171

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Kati Falenczykowski

Q2
What is your address?
4242 Xerxes Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Thriving small businesses - bringing people into the community to spend money, having people reinvest in the community.
Beautiful public spaces - A cared for community is a cared for community.
EDUCATION ALWAYS

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
None. Raise taxes on the wealthiest. Redistribute funds from south mpls to north.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#38
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 10:43:06 AM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 10:46:09 AM
00:03:03
99.203.113.88

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
Penn Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Shingle Creek

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Police

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Community freebies for chronic public subsidy abusers
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#39
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 12:26:45 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 12:31:34 PM
00:04:48
75.168.145.224

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
2726 Sheridan Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Jordan

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public works (road improvements, water/sewer
management, transportation, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Safe & healthy drinking water, obvious reasons

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Community engagement but NOT youth programs. Staff furloughs (everyone is experiencing it).
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#40
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 2:06:45 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 2:10:42 PM
00:03:57
174.219.148.115

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
1441 Marshall Street NE, #304, Minneapolis, MN 55413

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Sheridan/Bottineau

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Affordable housing for ALL. Funding for non-profit organizations. Public schools. Child Care.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
City council pay cuts
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#41
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 3:06:42 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 3:10:48 PM
00:04:05
73.242.26.72

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
45th & Emerson Ave M

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Lind-Bohanon

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Other (please specify):
Lower property taxes, help for seniors

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Making tru affordable housing of $150k or less. Partner with Habitat for Humanity and other non profits to house homeless families in
boarded up housing throughout the city

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Community engagement, pay cuts for govt leaders
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#42
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 7:13:22 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 7:36:52 PM
00:23:30
172.58.83.2

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
3414 James Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Folwell

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public health (COVID-19 response, violence prevention,
food inspections, youth development, lead poisoning
and asthma prevention, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Violence prevention/mental health assistance/affordable housing and resources to those in need. I see a lot of need, struggle, and pain
on the Northside.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Any unnecessary entertainment/professional sports funding, building/development projects that are non-essential to the public good,
police budgets that are inflated and get spent on militarization.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#43
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 7:51:41 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 7:54:09 PM
00:02:28
75.168.83.101

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Council sucks

Q2
What is your address?
4301 Gerard Ave n

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Camden

Q4

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?
Q5

What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
More cops and less city council members with less pay volunteer job only

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
City council city council oh and city council and low income housing
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#44
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 7:54:28 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 7:58:39 PM
00:04:11
174.20.102.122

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Vanessa Monahan-Rial

Q2
What is your address?
3414 Morgan Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Folwell

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Housing. We have a housing crisis in this city and it will be hard to address other issues if people don’t have a safe place to live. We
need truly accessible/affordable housing for people at all incomes (not just the median income).

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Police department— they need to be defunded anyway for the safety of our community.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#45
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 7:58:58 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 8:04:03 PM
00:05:04
174.20.161.19

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Trevor Muller-Hegel

Q2
What is your address?
3411 Queen Ave

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Cleveland

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Anything lifting up the people in North. When you invest in the people, the other problems tend to fade away faster (such as crime,
health, violence, etc...).

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
MPD in regards to militarized components, but also for misappropriation of funds.
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#46
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 8:06:09 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 8:08:20 PM
00:02:11
97.116.53.85

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Heather Anderson

Q2
What is your address?
4622 Emerson Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Lind Bonhanon

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community engagement (neighborhood associations,
City communications, culturally specific outreach, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Building a sense of community helps everyone to be safer and helps breathe life into the neighborhoods and businesses that are
struggling...

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Public safety - currently makes up 35% of budget!
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#47
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 8:13:00 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 8:29:23 PM
00:16:23
172.58.83.221

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Amber

Q2
What is your address?
4701 Osseo Rd

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
We need to be safe in our community in order to have a community. The 800 days of gun shots is ridiculous and no one should have to
live with that. The mayor and city council have made it so cops can't do their job without being profiled as racists.
I can't leave my house without seeing someone breaking the law speeding in excess of 50mph plus on a 30mph zone. Or not stopping
for stop signs/lights. Using turn lanes as a passing lane to drive recklessly. The traffic division was eliminated due to so called racial
profiling. In my personal experience all the people I've seen driving recklessly are African Americans. It's not racism but facts.
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Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Other - arts and other useless art services. The ugly sculpture costing $772,000 for Public Services Building. Quit paying private
security for city council.
Community engagement. Why does it cost money to engage?

Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#48
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 8:35:58 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 8:42:33 PM
00:06:34
174.20.170.55

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
John

Q2
What is your address?
2654 Vincent Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Willard-Hay

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public works (road improvements, water/sewer
management, transportation, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
As the economic anchor of the state, it’s imperative that we maintain functioning city infrastructure.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
There are a number of points in the mayors new budget that I agree with
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#49
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 9:35:31 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 9:40:24 PM
00:04:52
73.185.134.86

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Cassy Beckman

Q2
What is your address?
5226 Humboldt Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Lind-Bohannon

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Minneapolis Fire Department. These are our Frontline workers. They have been facing a pandemic for months that has no end in sight.
Additionally, they have recently put their lives on the line during the recent riots to save life and property in our community. This
department should be the absolute LAST to face any budgetary cuts.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Community engagement
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#50
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 10:40:56 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 10:42:16 PM
00:01:20
216.171.48.64

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Tegan

Q2
What is your address?
716 Washington Ave SE

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Stadium Village

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Housing is the most important for me. Housing is a human right and Minneapolis has a very violent homelessness problem that could
easily be solved if money was properly invested.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
SLASH THE POLICE BUDGET!!!!!!
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#51
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Thursday, July 09, 2020 10:42:57 PM
Thursday, July 09, 2020 11:09:48 PM
00:26:50
75.168.144.84

Page 1
Q1
Name (optional)
Clay Byington

Q2
What is your address?
3341 Oliver Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Folwell

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Public safety (police, fire, violence prevention,
emergency management, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
The city should continue to ensure adequate funding to secure the people that live and work in Minneapolis. This includes the MPD until
it is replaced and reformed. Fire, dispatch, and violence prevention are key in our city; we should try to make cuts minimal. My next
biggest area that should see smaller cuts is public health, the city should continue to ensure adequate funding for COVID-19. I'm not
sure how the funding correlates with county/state funding, but POC are being affected greatly and need help.
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Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Community engagement. As city leaders budget cuts will be hard for you to determine, and a lot of people expect change overnight. At
the end of the day we don't want to see cuts anywhere. Thank you for your hard work and eventually we will rebound out of this little
hole.

Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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#52
COMPLETE
Collector:
Started:
Last Modified:
Time Spent:
IP Address:

Mobile Link (Web Link)
Friday, July 10, 2020 12:26:33 PM
Friday, July 10, 2020 12:28:36 PM
00:02:03
174.219.17.18

Page 1
Q1

Respondent skipped this question

Name (optional)
Q2
What is your address?
3823 Thomas Ave N

Q3
What is your neighborhood?
Victory

Q4
When it comes to the City budget and what the City
invests public dollars in, what is your biggest priority
area?

Community development (small business supports,
housing, etc)

Q5
What specifically is the most important investment for you? Why?
Decreasing disparity between black and white wealth/home ownership. Investing in services that don’t end in police murder.

Q6
Budget cuts are hard to make, but are necessary in this reality. In what priority area/specific investment are you most
comfortable with cuts taking place?
Minneapolis Police Department
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Q7

Yes

I would like my response included in the public record
related to the 2020 budget revision.
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Darlene Huss
Palmisano, Linea; Bender, Lisa; Reich, Kevin A.; Gordon, Cam A.; Goodman, Lisa R.; Fletcher, Steve; Ellison, Jeremiah; Schroeder, Jeremy; Cunningham, Phillipe M; Jenkins,
Andrea; Johnson, Andrew; Frey, Jacob; Cano, Alondra
Council Comment
[EXTERNAL] City council Budget Vote July 24, 2020 DO NOT DEFUND THE POLICE or takeover the Communications PIO role, or spend $150K on artists and healers GAWD
Thursday, July 23, 2020 11:12:57 PM
60A7FA4690C44AD0A1875B214C5746DE.png

Mayor and City Council:
Police sent out 45 minutes after a car jacking? Calling a business who was robbed by gunpoint to say, you will try to come the next day?
A group of 4 guys terrorizing south Minneapolis with car jackings, robberies and stealing—for days?
COME on. Time to get real. With the budget deficit and the number of police leaving—you need to realize now is NOT the time to play with our
lives.
The city is bleeding and you want to cut off another limb. We need to keep the money in the police department that we have left.
Look at these guys below—the Minnesota Freedom Fighters. And they say in our liberal city (who usually wants gun control) this rag tag team who
could not pass a background check wants
To support our 2nd Amendment rights. Come on. From a WCCO article this week:

““We just want our community to understand that they do have somebody they can count on and that we’re here to, you
know, create a safer place, a place of peace,” Hartwell said.
Their goal is change and for constitutional freedom, including the Second Amendment, to be shared by all.””    What kind of
liability insurance do we need for these guys to represent Minneapolis?
Also, I guess that means we should all be carrying a “piece”. That will take care of the chaos?

As far as cutting the budget for art and healers—just have people hold hands around the piece of rust in front of the library you paid big
bucks for and sing Kumbaya.
This motion below made me throw up in my mouth a little bit. GET REAL. Back to basics. We need clean air, clean water and to be safe
—we NEED THE POLICE.

Yes I am annoyed. You have no proof those people who called into to the Public hearing 7/22 for cutting the police budget were from Minneapolis
at all. The Board of the Minnesota Chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists are right, you should table the PIO change and table all the cuts to the
Police budget until we have a real survey open to all Minneapolis residents and we can all weigh in.

You are so arrogant to think that you are doing something really good. But you are ruining our city. You are pandering to a bunch of white
millennials to stay in office. Maybe this could be a springboard
To national office? Even Black leaders from North Minneapolis have said you did not even consult them on what they think should be done. What
sense does that make?
SLOW DOWN and do it right. You need to PLAN. Yes we need change but not without a plan.
DO NOT CUT POLICE BUDGET.         And stop taking our tax dollars to fund your special security--the ultimate hypocrisy and
insult in the face of this issue. Fund your own security out of your pockets--we don't want or support this controversial effort
you are making (does not apply to you Mayor) so deal with it with your own salaries.
Thank you,
Darlene Huss
Minneapolis, MN
Logan Park Neighborhood
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

[EXTERNAL] This email originated from outside of the City of Minneapolis. Please exercise caution when opening links or attachments.

